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Abstract

Jackie Gleeson

’sNeighborhood is a collection of short stories that deal in narratives of

possession and the struggle of an individual toward what some readers might consider a
“lesser epiphany.” The characters of the stories attempt to own and separate themselves
from the world at large through the act of storytelling and the examination of their
landscape through metaphor. This collection moves through experience and draws the
common thread of connection between what we feel and what our minds allow us to see.
The result of this re-visioning is not always change or knowledge but feelings of hope,
terror, and possibility.
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“Cat Aquarium”
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Ryan’s guess was that an engine fan had taken off most of its face. Each of my
neighbors had one theory or another: a dog bite, a lawnmower, a firecracker, a
neighborhood kid, a budding psychopath. The idea behind the fan was that the cut was
straight and clean. His nose was gone and his bottom jaw was too, but not his upper lip.
Ryan had dubbed him Zombie in memory of his daughter’s crayfish. Ryan’s
daughter had a crayfish she named Zombie that died one day after they changed the water
and added chlorine drops. The first of the month, the city rechlorinates the water so
adding the chlorine drops put the crayfish over the edge. He said it’d turned from red to
blue. His daughter, Augustina, dragged a wagon with the empty aquarium in it around
the cul de sacs for some weeks. Our whole neighborhood had kind of a mourning period
where all we could do was look at each other when we were getting the mail or the
newspaper and shake our heads on her behalf.
There were a lot of cats in the neighborhood besides the Zombie. When I’d
moved in with Carol, there were still gray squirrels that would come to our back deck and
eat walnuts but since about thirty years ago when more people started getting cats, fewer
and fewer squirrels. I think Carol was happy either way so long as she had something
young and fluffy to look at. I don’t mind cats. I can’t say I’ve ever owned one. I’ve
never been into the idea of owning animals anyway.
I saw the Zombie cat walking by our sliding glass door while I was home having
another bout with the shingles. I always get shingles on my hip. I’d spent most of that
morning repositioning the couch so I could lie on my left side comfortably and see the
TV. The lighting was tough because we got a lot of glare on the screen through the
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southern facing windows. Carol always bought cheap blinds. I was getting ready to
break down and move the entertainment center into a shadow when I saw the cat staring
at me through the sliding glass door in our backyard.
Ryan’s name had been right on. When the cat opened what was left of its mouth
to meow, the jaws moved crooked just like skeletons in the movies. It had two empty
hollows like a split walnut shell for a nose and the cut parts were pink.
It meowed at me through the glass. The meow was talkative; it didn’t seem to be
in any pain. The way it looked at me, without much but interest in its expression, and the
way it moved and swished its tail back and forth, it was as if the cat had no idea that
something was wrong with its face. The cat was black with white paws and a white tip
on its tail.
I told Carol when she came home that night that the cat had been in our backyard.
“It’s another stray for you to feed,” I said.
“I hope it doesn’t get territorial. Was it a boy or a girl?”
“It was a boy. I’m sure your regular strays will still come, even if it starts
spraying outside the house,” I said.
She went into the backyard and filled the metal trays by the lilacs with food for
the stray cats. The cats started to drift in over the next forty-five minutes, some staying
for awhile and rubbing each other, others eating suspiciously and leaving again while still
chewing their last bite. Carol stood at the sliding glass doors and made sounds of
approval, disapproval, or sadness depending on whether she felt the cats looked
comfortable or, her word, “skittish.” Carol’s hair had started to go white on the sides, I’d
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noticed a few days ago. She’d been standing and staring through that glass so long her
hair was white.
After the cats were done, she sighed and changed into flannel pajamas. Carol
probably thought she made herself look frumpy by putting on her comfort wear, as she
called it, but I always thought women were at their best-looking when their clothes let
them relax. She didn’t ask how my shingles were doing, which upset me a bit. Our
child, a boy, had moved out about five years ago, and Carol had changed since he left.
She spent most of her time worrying about the cats and her job, which I’d tried to talk to
her about a few times with limited success. She left me without much to say.
Spending that time watching Carol watching the cats made me decide to take a
trip to the grocery store. I enjoy the grocery store because it’s almost always open, it’s
well lit, and it’s clean. I spend most of my time in the frozen foods section, trying to find
frozen dishes that didn’t have quite so much sodium as the typical stuff. I also buy cat
food while I’m there because if Carol goes, she buys the super expensive wet cat food
and we go through that like gangbusters.
When I got there, I dragged three of the fifty-pound dry food bags into the aisle
before I worked them onto the low rack of the shopping cart. I also bought some peanut
butter and some personal hygiene items, but mostly I was there to have some time to
walk. One of the younger men at the cash register helped me get the cat food out and to
the car.
I stopped at Ryan’s before going back to Carol. Ryan was forty-five and balding
with a paunch, like me, but he liked to sit in his backyard with a paintball gun and take
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shots at birds when his daughter and his wife weren’t looking. When they were looking,
he’d shoot at beer cans he’d set in the tops of his hedges. He was a friend I was a little
reluctant to have since he still seemed like a college boy, even at his age. I was never too
fond of college boys, even when I was one. He was pretty persistent so we got on; he’d
keep after it and make you talk.
We met when he complained to me about my wife feeding the stray cats. Seemed
that a lot of the cats had started getting territorial about his house too and pissing and
shitting all over his back yard. Ryan and his wife had a nice house, but their yard looked
like hell even before the cats. They’d moved in seven years after Carol and I had. He
was pretty ticked off about his backyard, but somehow we moved past that and started
hanging out.
When I left the car and cat food behind and knocked on his door, he answered the
door in a tracksuit soaked through with sweat. His daughter and wife were gone to a
waffle house and he’d just gotten back himself from taking an evening run.
“I ran through a big fucking bush of lilacs man. I thought I was going to choke to
death. They made the air so thick. Maybe my breath will smell a little better, huh?
That’d sure make the wife happy,” Ryan said.
He looked at me and guessed something was on my mind.
“What’s wrong?” he asked.
“I saw the cat in my backyard,” I said.
“Oh, Zombie eh? Cat scared the shit out of me. Was it there to eat or take a shit
or both,” he asked.
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“Well, I wasn’t scared, but it’s not something I’d enjoy seeing again,” I said.
“We ought to call Animal Control; that thing has to be in pain. It should be put
out of its misery,” he said.
I think he meant our misery for having to look at something grotesque and
pathetic. It was hard to watch. But then again, I doubt the cat cared so why should we.
“It didn’t seem to be hurting at all when I saw it. Didn’t seem like it even realized
anything was wrong,” I said.
“Well, I guess,” he said.

A man can’t be jealous of cats, but all of the effort and ceremony it took for Carol
to take care of them seemed unhealthy to me. I’d kept my mouth shut about it since I
tend to say things the wrong way. I mean, I tried to help her and it rarely worked out, but
I had to talk to her.
The day after I saw the cat, Carol was wearing a pressed creme dress suit with a
red beaded necklace while she drove us to work. The white on the hair above her temples
really showed when she pulled her hair back. She looked tired. The radio spun through
the stations in the background as we rode in where the concrete islands began.
“I’m kind of worried about the cats,” I said.
She glanced away from the road and over to me.
“I think the cats are doing pretty well,” she said.
“I meant I’m worried about you and the cats.”
She was quiet at that, probably thinking to herself “here we go again.”
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“They don’t ask for anything; they take what I give them,” she said.
“It’s not like we own them. I don’t understand why we have to feed them.
Maybe if we were responsible for them I’d understand.”
She was quiet and her face was empty. I was hoping she’d yell or cry or do
something other than what she was doing, but she sat there stone-faced and gave me
nothing.
“Carol, you love everything like a fish, loving things but not wanting to touch
them. As long as the fish look happy, who gives a crap, right? You feed them to have
colors moving in a little frame,” I said.
“They came to me.” She drew every word out and then was silent.

I called Carol from work and told her I was going to get off early and rest so that
my shingles wouldn’t break out again. She said ok and then goodbye. I got one of the
secretaries to drive me home, and I walked over to Ryan’s before I even stepped in my
own door. My head was buzzing and I felt like drinking for the first time since my son
left for college. I didn’t even ring the bell because I knew he’d be sitting in the back yard
with that paintball gun, looking for birds.
“You got another one of those bad boys,” I said, pointing to the paintball gun.
Ryan smiled at me.
“No, but I’ve got some paint grenades if you’re interested in something a bit
messier,” he said.
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He brought me another lawn chair so we could sit in the back for a while. He
kept a plastic wading pool full year round in the back, and we set up shop next to that
thing. Ryan called it his “reflecting pond.”
We sat for a while quiet, drinking Molson Ice. It was overcast I think.
“I’m sick of cats,” I said.
“Try pork,” Ryan said.
“I never wanted pets,” I said. “A child was enough for me.”
Ryan looked at me with his eye gleaming.
“I’m glad I have a daughter,” he said. “She keeps me grounded.”
“I’ve got so much grounding it’s like I’ve got pilings through my shoes,” I said.
“I think your wife does the best she can. I think they look past a lot for us. I
think that’s what wives do,” he said.
“You know, I grew up in the country and my mother used to raise all the rabbits
and frogs and squirrels that our cats would catch. It drove my father nuts. Sometimes
we’d spring them loose rather than let her feed them until they were too fat to move.”
“Did you feel better?” he asked.
“Well, yeah, mostly. Sometimes we’d find them dead, but we never told her
that,” I said.
Ryan looked at me again and put his hands in his pockets when he talked again.
“I was in a fraternity that had a pet shark that we kept in this huge aquarium in the
house’s garage. It was a Mako. Thing looked wicked with its teeth sticking out even
with its mouth closed but it’d just cruise back and forth from one end to the other, all cool
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and smooth. The only time it didn’t look cool-as-a-cucumber is when it was eating. My
brothers, man, they loved that shark. We called it Maurice.”
He threw his empty can into the reflecting pond and cracked open another before
continuing. I sipped and listened, keeping the can close to my mouth.
“Most of the brothers took turns checking the chlorine levels, but we didn’t have
much money to feed it. We used to feed it whatever he could get his hands on, usually
road kill from the collection station at the Road Services department. They didn’t care.
But, you know, there wasn’t always enough and we couldn’t sell the tank, couldn’t sell
the shark. I’d come in and the brothers would be sitting in that garage with a lawn chairs
and the sun would be shining in on us through the glass and water, moving lines and
waves in the light. Anyway, we fed that thing stray cats when we had to. I saw it once.
Like I said, that shark looked smooth all the time, but when it ate, it thrashed and jumped
and bit at everything. There’d be piece of the cats that he’d miss, and they’d drift in the
tank before settling out at the bottom. Someone put one of the strays in alive once and it
managed to scramble out of the tank after the shark bit one of its legs off. They chased it
all through the house, blood dripping everywhere.”
Ryan kept sipping his beer and looking at the pond with a lost look on his face. I
threw my can into the water and that made him flinch, like he’d been napping. I got up
slowly and then excused myself on account of my hip.
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The house was empty when I got home. My head hurt and my hip felt like it was
on fire. I felt in a lot of ways like I was floating everywhere that I went, as if my legs had
no substance.
I started drinking bottled water, even though I wasn’t drunk and even though my
bladder felt extremely full. I drank half a liter of water, cold, straight down my throat.
When my bladder couldn’t take it anymore, I went into the back yard to piss next
to the lilacs. My bladder felt as if it was deflating as I pissed. I wanted to lie down on
my good hip and listen to a tape of ocean waves to clear my head.
The cat had been watching me from a spot by the fence. Even in the semi
darkness I could see the pink cuts across its face. It meowed at me with that same
conversational tone.
I walked over and reached my hand out to touch its matted fur, hoping to hold
back the gags that rose up in me. The cat looked at me as if nothing was amiss, licked its
lip, and batted its head with a paw. I ran my hand down its spine and it arched its back to
press back against my hand. I could hear the air wheeze out the hole in its face.
I reach down and grabbed the scruff of its neck between my fingers. The cat
looked up at me and its eyes were calm. It either didn’t care or trusted me or both. I
picked up the cat by the scruff of the neck and took it to the garage to find an empty box.

“The Coarsegold Dawn”

12
“Mike was kind of a wise-ass. He started sniffing and shaking his head,” Josh
said. Josh told me that he and Mike and James got asked for crack in the Wal-Mart
parking lot. They’d walked from the cemetery over to my work and when they cut across
the parking lot, these guys just pulled up in a Chevy Blazer and asked them straight up. It
was my boys’ first time.
I know all the locals who’d pull over to ask them about crack, but the kids in this
Blazer were from Clovis, up for the weekend to ride their dirt bikes on the Goat
Mountain trails. These are the same kids that come up in the wintertime to snowboard the
local runs and come in the fall to off-road in the red mud of the Forest Service Trails.
Josh did tell them no, then asked if they had any pot.
There was an apartment, they said, that was only about two miles from my work
where a party was going on and that more kids from Clovis would be going there soon
with more pot, maybe some mushrooms.
Josh technically isn’t old enough to drive. Even if he was, I’m not sure his dad or
me would let him. He wears black denim jackets and fitted vampire teeth he got last
Halloween from his grandfather. I don’t think black clothes and white pancake makeup
make him a bad driver, but the maturity is not quite there yet. A mature person knows
how to project maturity; he projects fake blood, Dungeons and Dragons, and body odor.
But he was bored. I am too often. I didn’t feel much like going out that night, but
I usually have my best times when I’m at my most tired. Josh’s friends make their peace
with me early on, and I usually have them calling me “mom” after the first day. Mike I
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had known for as long as I’d been with Josh’s father, but James was new to our little
family.
I fried Josh, James, and Mike pork chops so they could have something to eat in
case we headed out. Josh gets to pick one thing, whatever he wants, from the cooler
when he visits me at work so long as nobody is watching. He picked imported beer for
himself and Mike and fruit juice for James. We’d closed up for the night; all I had left to
do after I made them their pork chops was empt out the gravy boats into the grease bin
out back. It’s been policy ever since I became manager that every table needs to have
gravy, brown or white depending on how the cook is leaning, at all times. Jack Hollins,
the owner, was worried that we’d be wasting a whole lot of gravy every night since he
thought it’d get cold before anyone could eat it. But it’s amazing how the stuff just goes
when it’s sitting there available. I’ve seen grown men pour gravy onto com on the cob
and salad. Even when it does get cold, it microwaves well. I enjoy watching men enjoy
their food and that’s what the gravy is all about, pure enjoyment. I get a charge when I
see the women sneaking some on their cheese bread or dipping a carrot.
“Yeah,” I said when they had done eating, “Get your stuff, I’ll take you there, to
the apartment.”
Josh and Mike laughed, stood up, and went to the car while James held back to
help me carry the dishes to the kitchen. James set them in the sink and turned the faucet
to wash them.
“Leave them, the morning crew won’t mind cleaning a few dishes.”
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He arched an eyebrow at me, which was a lot of facial movement for him, and ran
some water over the pile of plates. His face was so narrow and young, even younger than
Mike’s or Josh’s because he had apple cheeks.
“If we don’t at least wet them, they’ll get crusty and hard. I don’t think the
dishwasher should have to use his fingernails to clean our plates,” James said.
He soaped his hands with the yellow goo that came from the dispenser on the
wall. His hands were one of the nicest things about his body. They looked soft and had
perfect shell-shaped fingernails. After he washed his hands, he put them back in the
pockets of the black leather jacket he’d borrowed, where they had been for most of the
weekend. I could smell the lemon scent of the soap coming off him as he walked out to
the dining area.
I wandered to the bathroom, confused about whether I should feel upset or
pleased that what James had said had been meant as a small joke at my expense, and
fixed my eyeliner before we left. The mirror was so dirty that I hunched under the light
and used a hand mirror from my purse. It looked like some woman had smeared
margarine all over the face of the mirror in the shape of the Big Dipper. The mirror was
not set north, so there wasn’t a ceremonial purpose. It always seems odd when a woman
trashes anything in a bathroom other than a tampon machine. They ought to know better
somehow. I’ve seen a lot of trashed tampon dispensers and never shed a tear, infernal
machines.
Josh had the Blazer warming when I got out there, and they’d all already piled in
the back. The air inside was stale from having had so many bodies in it for so many
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hours in the last few days. It’s used to taking me to work on my own and sometimes
driving into the valley to shop or take Josh up to visit with me and his father, but never so
many young man bodies for an entire weekend. The alpine air fresher had been
outmatched and overwhelmed by their pungent youth.
“Isn’t anyone going to sit up in the seat by me?”
They looked at me all at once as I patted the passenger seat’s faded leather. I
could hear Josh’s teeth clicking and Mike was wetly chewing his gum.
“We’re trying to build solidarity,” Josh said.
“What, am I your chauffeur?” I wondered if he knew what solidarity meant.
“You’re more like a guide,” Mike said.
“I’m going to turn into the disciplinarian school mistress if you gentlemen aren’t
careful.”
“I have trouble seeing that without a special outfit like Superman. Do you have
one on underneath?” James asked.
“Well, I’m multitalented.” I was quietly pleased that James seemed to be joining
in the fun, if only with his mouth for that moment.
The road was nearly empty as most people in town had settled in for the night in
whatever they were doing: watching television, sharing drinks, making out, or sleeping
on bad mattresses covered by foam pads. We drove past the talking bear statue along the
main roadway that narrated for every sun-blocked child and Japanese tourist on their way
to Yosemite who cared to listen how Smokey the Bear got his name. The bear and his
recorded voice had been there as long as I could remember, garbling about prevailing
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wind and canopy fires like a drunken trucker through a CB radio. Most of the adult and
semi-adult men in the area had been arrested for public intoxication while pissing on it at
one time or another. Even my favorite waitress got caught once doing her best to make
like a man and piss, with her skirt lifted, on the grizzly’s painted forepaws while its
muzzle hovered very close to her private property. I thought that night I might let the
boys have their chance.

When I was a kid, my parents were very tough on me about loose living. My dad
striped me with a straightened coat hanger when he found an empty pouch of
Copenhagen in my bedroom, as if I ’d be dipping. It was my boyfriend’s, which I didn’t
tell him for reasons I’ll leave to the imagination. So Clint-Josh’s dad-and I had let our
kids explore so long as they told us and partook in a controlled environment. What that
meant was, if we were nearby, it was ok. Usually that meant if I was around, it was ok
because I was the one that was usually around. Good times were had by all.
We drove past the last along the line of restaurants and found the apartment
complex. It was the Tired Arms, which I had lived in after high school but never liked
because of the pink stucco walls and the number of shopping carts rusting in the pool. It
was the kind of place where it’s easy to waste a lifetime and I felt like I had wasted a
couple before I left. The complex was shaped like a horseshoe, with the open end facing
away from the street and the pool area in the middle was a place, when you walked, you
were sure to be watched by at least ten or fifteen sets of curious eyes. The apartment we
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were looking for was the comer apartment on the open end, certainly the most private
apartment in the whole place and the spot where I’d be least likely to run into any old
high school friends or former roommates.
“Mike, knock on the door,” Josh said.
“Don’t talk to your friends like that or you won’t have any.”
James laughed at my attempt at parenting. Josh smiled, and then elbowed James
in the arm. Mike knocked on the door and a voice in the apartment told us to come in. I
opened the door and walked into a room where twelve people were sitting around a cedar
chest with a water bong on top resting next to a glowing orange candle. The couch
seemed like it used to belong to someone’s grandmother, and the cedar chest was covered
with a black shawl, an afghan. The walls were bare except for a graphic poster of a
pyramid and a Hibiscus hung on a chain. I looked around and the people on the couches
and the floor began to look around as well, probably wondering what I was looking at.
The carpet was brown, there was one plain creme couch, and the kitchen glowed softly in
the background, impeccably clean. An orange candle gave most of the light, with other
baby orange candles spread around the room. It was just like my old place.
“I used to live in these apartments,” I whispered to James.
“Did it look like this?” James asked
“No, my apartment looked more like a head shop.”
A man in a powder blue tracksuit came out from the kitchen.
“Hello and welcome. I’m Pavel, what can I do you for?” he asked.
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Pavel shook each of our hands in succession, ending with Mike who had a brief
grip competition before regaining his hand. Pavel looked like my high school math
teacher, which was impossible since my math teacher had moved to North Carolina and
would have aged twenty-five years. The Brut cologne screamed thirty something. His
face was much softer than I might have expected, almost kind, with hints of some of the
baby fat that reappears near mid-life.
“I wanted my boys to relax with some fine young people on a Saturday night,” I
said.
Pavel seemed genuinely touched.
“I’m pleased to meet you all. I’d introduce you to these people,” he said,
gesturing around the room “but I do not know them. They came to visit like you, so
make yourself at home.”
Josh picked up the bong and tried his best to take a hit. The water bubbled
weakly. He and Mike began to search around the room while James stood back by the
door and watched them. They found it to be as empty as I had of anything but old
furniture. Josh fidgeted with the fangs in his pocket.
For the first time I noticed the women in the room. The girls all looked dazed.
The men were as sharp as men can be, but the girls looked like the kind that never spoke
more than a word, their bangs teased in spires that hung over their eyes. They were like
Siamese twins with their faces attached on the shoulders of their hat-wearing boyfriends,
colorless as ash. Grabby couples make me claustrophobic. There is such a thing as “too
together,” especially for silent girls and boys who think everything is a little too funny.
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“This may have all been smoked, but our friends have plans to meet on Shut-Eye
Peak if you’re interested,” Pavel said.
“I’d rather not be disappointed twice in one night,” Josh said. I tried to frown at
him through my eyes so he’d ease up his tight shoulders and stop fidgeting in his pockets.
“We’ll follow you there,” I said.
Pavel looked at me.
“I’m not going. I relax here where I don’t bother nobody.”
One of the young men got up and announced it was time to relocate into the
woods where, he assured us in similar terms as Pavel, his friends from the valley would
be waiting with ample marijuana and a bright beautiful fire to warm ourselves by.
I led Josh, James, and Mike out to the parking lot and waited for the cars to start,
their lights to come up, and the kids to be a path up along Highway 145 towards the peak.
When we got in our car to follow the last of the mid-size trucks out of the lot, Josh and
Mike sprawled across the back while James sat in the passenger’s seat flipping through
the bands on the radio. His fingers held the knob as if he were delicately twisting a single
grape off an elaborate vine.
“Pick a fucking station,” Josh said.
“Right-O,” James said.
We made our way up the road, then off the road down dusty paths for three or
four miles, the trucks in front of us spinning their tires and leaping forward to jump each
other’s back bumpers, like cats playing at springing on each other. We parked next to a
large rock on the face of the mountain, just short of the summit. The clearing was just
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clear of the tree line and the slope’s sudden drop provided us a view of the whole town.
There was crescent moonlight and a few sparks from scattered houses below, but the
mountains around us were large black masses of nothing that rustled with the wind. The
darkness gave the mountains height, but left the valley without a sense of depth. I
couldn’t see the roads, no train tracks, nothing shaped but the rocks and our car
headlights.
When we got out of the Blazer, a small group of guys came to us as a welcome
party. They stopped several paces off and stared at me for a few moments.
“You someone’s girlfriend?” a kid in a blue basketball jersey asked me
“I could be.”
“Are you with these guys?” he asked.
“No, they’re with me. I’m the alpha female, better watch your ass.”
The kid in the jersey gave a snort and elbowed the kid next to him. The boys
milled nervously for a few moments before they returned to their fire and their
girlfriends.
“They think you’re a Narc,” James said.
“I’ll do my best to put their minds at ease. I belong here as much as them.”
I was pleased to find that there were three kinds of vodka waiting in the coolers
the people had spread around the fire, complete with bags of ice and disposable glasses.
It felt good to sip vodka from a plastic cup for the first time in a long while. Josh and
Mike followed suit, but James hung back and watched us.
“James doesn’t drink, if you’re wondering,” Josh said.
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“Really, I wouldn’t have guessed. I think it fits him. Odd for one of your friends
though.”
“How is that odd?” Josh asked.
“Kind of admirable, peer pressure and all. I don’t see it much. Even at work,
kids leave their parents’ dinner table and smoke doobies in the bathroom.”
“You always encouraged us to smoke,” Josh said.
“Your father and I let you make choices. Not that there’s anything wrong with
smoking, obviously.”
Josh had picked up a cigarette from somebody that he now lit and puffed.
“Do you still smoke? I haven’t seen you in awhile,” he said.
“No,” I said, “but the night is young. When the gears are loosened, the whole
machine starts running.”

Two hours later I was seven sheets to the wind and puffing furiously on a green
painted hookah pipe as a guy who looked seventeen and a half years old held his propane
lighter over my bowl. The smoke swam through my lungs, through my nose, and back
out of my lips. I could feel the tingling glisten behind my pupils and I was no longer
conscious of my neck connecting my head and body, just the two pieces bound together
like magnets by an invisible hand.
“I thought I was drunk, until I got stoned,” I said to anyone listening.
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I set off to check on the boys, but I noticed that James was standing about ten
paces away facing me from the edge of the fire and probably had been for a while.
“If I get a little out of it, will you be able to drive us back?”
“What?” James asked.
“If I’m a little tipsy, will you be able to drive?”
“I only have my permit, and I don’t know how to drive stick,” James said.
“Hmm, ok. We’ll be fine.”
Josh walked over. I had no concept of space, of who was listening; my mind
seemed incapable of seeing anything past the fire.
“I can drive,” Josh said.
“I think James will do fine,” I said, putting my arm around his shoulders like an
aunt.
“He doesn’t drive a stick,” Josh said.
“Neither do you and you’ve been drinking. We were thinking of this because we
wanted some stability in the driver’s seat.”
I don’t know why, maybe as a continuation of my familial gestures, but I kissed
James on the forehead then. He didn’t smell bad; he smelled like lemons and fresh tilled
dirt.
“You don’t look like a mother,” Josh said.
“What’s a step-mother supposed to look like?”
He had walked off, leaving me leaning on James by the fireside with his forehead
sweating and his shoulder braced into my chest to hold me up.
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“Did Josh ever tell you how I met his father.”
“No. I know about his first marriage,” James said.
“Josh’s dad moved here after the divorce and started in with the Sheriff s
department nearly seven years ago. Everybody knew who he was. Josh’s dad pulled me
over on the way home from work and I decided to give him a little thrill, so I gunned it
all the way home. I must’ve made it in half the time, but there he was, sitting in the
driveway waiting for me. He just gave me a normal ticket, since he knew I knew he’d
catch me.”

I can remember having Mike drunk at Josh’s fourteenth birthday and watching
him sit in a Baskin’s Robbins and cry into his Pina Colada ice cream. People get
emotional when they’re set free of their brains.
On the mountain next to the fire, he regaled me with the sexual frustrations he’d
with his girlfriend while he smoked cloves and sipped Molson Ice. I felt myself thinking
back to those early days as Mike talked.
“I hate going down on Alice; it’s this whole reciprocal thing. I think she has the
easier end of the bargain,” Mike said.
“Of course she does.”
“What I lack in stamina, I make up for in hand speed,” Mike said.
“That’s why you’re a drummer, Mike.”
“Josh says to try licking her thighs first; it’ll make her quiver.”
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“Let’s go piss on the bear,” I said.
James walked to us with a bottle of water and a flashlight.
“Where’s Josh?” he asked.
None of us had seen Josh, not in hours, not since he’d said I was a bad mother.
My head was foggy from the hours of night but I knew he was off wandering through the
woods somewhere, pretending he was some mystical wood demon that enchanted women
or a male witch that could control water.
“Well, we should find him.”
“He’s drunk,” James said.
“Exactly.”
As much as I might be a poor mother, I had all the kids together by the fire before
anyone knew it, as I spread our flashlights out among them and said they should do their
best to look without wandering so far they’d get lost. They were all like zombies by this
point, high and as drunk off sleeplessness as booze. I ’d been there for three hours and I
didn’t know a single one of their names.
“Don’t forget to look in trees,” I said as I sent the groups off into the dark pines.

When all the groups were gone, Mike set off on his own with a pocket light and
that left me back by the fire. I fell asleep within a few minutes, the blue tarp someone
had used as a picnic blanket over me like a comforter. I woke with James standing over
me.
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“Aren’t you going to look for Josh?”
“I’ve been sitting here this whole time,” he said.
“Have they found him?” I didn’t see any of the groups around nor did I hear any
of them wandering in the woods.
“Turn on the headlights,” he said.
“What?”
“Turn on the headlights.”
I felt dizzy but I got up and walked over to the car. Mike had snuck into the back
and was sleeping. I flipped the switch and the lights dumped white light over the rocks
and the trees around the campfire. It was dry beneath the trees, with orange needles lying
like a carpet on the floor.
Josh was crouched by a few saplings about twenty feet from the fire. His face
was parallel to the ground, but he had his eyes strained up in their sockets to look at us
from his runner’s crouch. Under the headlights he looked deathly pale, almost blue with
cold.

He stood up then and I could see he had put fangs in his mouth.
“Josh?”
“Damn,” he said, “I almost had you.”
“Sure you did,” James said.
He stood up and brushed his hair aside, smiling.
“You looked away for a second, and I tried to get closer but I think you heard

me.”
“I knew you were there, I don’t know how,” James said.
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I looked back and forth between them. We walked then to the car all at once and
I said quietly to James, “You’re going to be a good man,” feeling warm in my stomach.
I sat in the driver’s seat, smoking a cigarette, and driving seventy miles an hour
downhill, seven feet off the next car’s bumper. The curves rocked us from right to left,
like an unseen tide down the mountainside and through the breeze. As morning crested
the mountains, I caught the rubbery scent of our brakes burning.

“Flocks at Half-Moon Bay”
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Chad sat with the tupperware of Peanut Butter sandwiches, carrots, and tuna while
the amorphous children played on the white-painted sea creatures at Seaside Park. He
held each of the lids up to his nose and smelled them. The kids had mixed them up again,
and he didn’t want to put the tuna sandwich lid on the leftover pb&j. The smell would
wedge itself deep into the bread and, even though the taste would not be that bad, no
amount of coaxing would break the children’s refusal to eat them.
His stomach kept sending the taste of salt water up his throat and into his mouth
because when he ate the basic foods the kids’ mother made, it didn’t sit well with his
stomach. She bought the same items at the store every Tuesday, supply day, so the food
was familiar but so mundane that it was a struggle to keep down when the metallic taste
of food from cans and jars rose up from in between the soggy enriched wheat bread. It
was like the taste of dollar-store haste and nervousness.
All of the lids smelled like tuna; the kids smelled like tuna. The bay itself
radiated a smell deep with decaying squid and fish guts that residents had all long
stopped smelling, but the wet tuna smell hung in the air like they were in the belly of a
giant fish.
“Shit stinks,” he thought.
Celia and Linny were rooting around in a pile of woodchips as they digested their
lunch. The woodchips were decomposing and warm, warm enough that mist drifted out
of the holes left by their hands. Every two hours the park caretaker would come by in a
cart to bring out the hose and keep the chips from becoming so hot they might bum.
Chad felt if he was lucky the whole pile would go up in flames and help keep him from
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talking with his kids’ mother; she would instead gather the children with gladness in her
arms and then he could write her a letter explaining everything.
Celia was doing her best to scoop the biggest handfuls she could manage from as
far into the pile as she could reach. Linny alternated between running up the side of the
mound, sliding down the side, digging with his sister, and weaving the wood and sawdust
into her hair. They felt bright and glorious because Chad had decided to do something
outside for a change. Celia was hoping to convince Chad to get them tickets for the glass
bottom boat, as a birthday gift, and tour out past the cove where the rocks were shallow
enough for the beds of orange and green anemones to be visible from the boat. She could
get the captain to blow the foghorn. The sea otters would be in the kelp today.
“Celia, Linny, go to the bathroom and wash,” Chad said.
“Is Mom here soon?” Linny asked.
“Yes. Go wash up Celia so Linny can,” Chad said.
Celia walked over to the copper drinking fountain and hung her face in the
oxidation to drink before walking onto the tile floor of the restroom and back to the water
faucet.
Chad leaned over toward Linny and gestured him closer. Linny walked over and
squatted with his hands on his knees, like a catcher before he sets.
“Daddy is going to have a kid,” Chad said.
“A brother or a sister?” Linny asked.
“A half-brother. He’ll come in the fall,” Chad said.
“Not from your mommy,” he added.
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“I know that,” Linny said, eyelids stuttering.
“Wait so I can tell Mom and Celia after Celia’s birthday. I wanted you to know.
I know you’re quiet. Bathroom time,” Chad said.
Celia came back from the bathroom with her face and hair wet. The bobby pins
in her hair managed to hold the soggy mess out of her eyes and off of her neck but
streamlets ran down her throat and the small of her neck, soaking the collar of her
peppermint sundress.
“Good job,” Chad said.
Linny walked to the doorway and peered into the bathroom. Brown paper towels
lay wadded up across the wet floor as loose water trickled down the drain. The hose that
the custodian used to spray out the stalls and the floor hung through the grating over the
window had been left dangling after the last round of cleaning. He went over to the
trough and urinated into the water slowly running down from the brim.
Chad gave up and put the sandwiches in Ziploc bags and back in the cooler so
they’d keep until snack time. Then their mother would be here and they’d be gone. He
started arranging and rearranging the juice packs, Ziploc bags, and beer in the cooler.
Once he’d finish putting things away there’d be nothing to do but watch the kids play and
hope that neither of them hurt themselves.
When the leftovers were all packed away and there was nothing else to pick up,
Chad walked over to the small brick building that housed the bathrooms. He eased his
way to the side that faced the sea, walking backwards for the last few paces to watch
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Celia for as long as he could manage. If Tiffany did argue, as if there was something to
decide, he hoped she waited until Celia’s birthday had gone.
There was a breeze on the seaside that was either imperceptible in the park or did
not exist beyond the sand spit. It was dry air that curled the ends of his hair as he
struggled with lighting his lighter. One of the other men helped get the cigarette lit.
Chad flicked his ashes into a metal trashcan that was chained to the lamppost and
gazed at the short strip of sand while the seagulls cried at the waves making landfall.
He and the kids’ mother had had intermittent sex for the first three years after
they’d separated. She had still talked to him as if they were together, telling him about
stocking shelves and making displays. She’d insisted on calling the displays “end caps”
rather than displays. He had never been a stock clerk and didn’t care to know what they
were called. Her apartment, because it was in a cheap building, had always had electrical
problems. The whole building was so ionized he’d had to touch a chair or a lamp with
his elbow to ground out if he hadn’t wanted to be shocked when he walked up to kiss her.
He’d been unable to imagine living in that place, struggling to get by in an apartment full
of bad carpet and static electricity. He’d have killed himself.
Chad moved back among the woodchips and sat on a giant painted anchor while
the children drifted around the park. Together they seemed like a flock of birds whose
heads swept rhythmically toward the nearest sound. They fell all over themselves and
each other like ants. They were loud.
His kids were quiet though. He could see Linny and Celia wandering between the
play equipment, quietly following the louder children that ran from one apparatus to the
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other, looking content to perform the motion and gesture of play, if not the spirit and the
noise. The park wasn’t his first choice visit because he knew how awkward it felt to have
other parents watch his children run and jump quietly behind their lively kids.
“They must be artistic,” people would remark to him. Autistic is what they were
thinking.
“Shit, I should have taken then to my house for the visit,” he thought.
Linny laid his head on the warm gunmetal blue bar running across the stem of the
miniature Spanish Galleon. The saltwater taffy he kept in his cheek squished against his
teeth and gums while he looked over toward the bathrooms where the hose was still
running through the window. The taffy felt soothing as it slithered in the small gaps of
his teeth.
Chad’s ex-wife had screamed at him when he told her he was leaving her.
Spencer’s Groceries had frozen for that moment in the juice aisle while she screamed that
he was a “fuckhead” and a “prick.” Linny had been in a harness over her shoulder
because he was still too unstable to walk more than a few minutes and he’d swung wildly
by his narrow denim straps while she’d waved her hands in Chad’s face. She could be a
real bitch when she put her mind to it, but it’d probably been okay for both of them that
he got a job and his own place. Linny had always been quiet, he figured because Linda
had yelled so loud something froze up. Linny was a watcher.
The pile of chips billowed steam. Linny and Celia began to peel back more of the
mound’s surface. The man with the hose would be coming soon, and they wanted to see
how hot they could get it before he sprayed it down. The caretaker’s name was Alex and
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he worked at Celia’s school and the park as a custodian. He lived with his daughter three
apartments down from Celia and Linny’s mom in a studio apartment that smelled like
cleaning products.
Celia’s fingers tingled from the wood’s heat. Heat and electricity were her
favorite parts of science. She would lay her head on the power adapter for mom’s
camcorder and feel the warmth of it press into her cheek. When the lights were out in her
mother’s apartment, she’d drag her feet in the hallway to the bathroom to watch the
sparks jump the gap from her fingers to the doorknob. She had a drawer in her room
where she liked to store dead batteries. Sometimes if the opposite ends were struck
together hard enough, sparks would jump between the silver nodes.
Linny walked gingerly toward the bathroom entrance, glancing backward in
expectation of a shout from his father. The creme cinderblocks of the building whistled
with the breeze coming in off the bay. Inside the bathroom, the hose was still suspended
through the window, with water dribbling out of the end onto the tile and down into the
paper stuffed drain. A man’s bare feet peeked from beneath the stall but were still and
contemplative. Linny reached out his hand, grabbed the blue hose, and began to pull.
The wall did not move, the hose did not move, and he could feel the skin on his palms
stretching. He stopped for a moment to spit on his hands. His joints felt loose and warm
when he pulled; his legs felt strong. He slung the hose over his shoulder and began to
pull more forcefully, his shoes slipping on the tile floor. The hose budged slightly,
making a grating sound against the cinder blocks of the wall.
The custodian stood in the doorway.
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“Be nice to my hose,” he said. “It’s all I ’ve got to clean this place.”
The nozzle fell as the hose dropped and struck the tile with a clatter. Linny
dropped his arms to his side and stared at the balding man in the mechanic’s suit. He had
a mole under his eye like a sight for aiming at Linny and a ring of keys that wasn’t the
quite the biggest Linny had seen, but close. He walked slowly, abashed, past the man
with his eyes down.
“I should’ve put it up anyway,” the man said as Linny passed back to the
playground.

“Mom’s here; let’s get the food out of the cooler,” Chad said to the kids.
Her Dodge Colt had pulled into the crescent-shaped parking lot at the end of the
grounds and parked. The rusted and blue driver’s side door hadn’t opened yet. She was
in the habit of getting in a few last cigarettes before walking up to grab the kids or see
him. Smoke seeped out of the cracked window, interrupted occasionally by a hand
tapping ash out the window.
Celia dug the juice pouches out of the cooler and laid them out across the table
like a hand fan. She paused to rub one against her cheek until the condensation ran down
her jaw to the tip of her chin and dropped in short bursts of droplets. She smiled at Chad
as he grabbed the sandwich bags and set them at the end of the table next to the paper
plates. Linny rooted in his backpack for a carton of milk he’d been saving from school.
He found the small container and set it on the table next to the drink pouches. Linny took
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a Wild Grape pouch off the table and slipped its straw from the plastic. The straw
refused to be driven through the pouch until Linny pushed too hard and some of the juice
shot out onto his corduroy pants.
Tiffany had gotten out of her car and was coming slowly to the table to join them.
The sunglasses she wore had dug red marks into the top of her nose, which was already
red from sunburn.
“Linny, let’s get that cleaned up for mom,” Chad said.
He unrolled several paper towels and began to wipe at Linny’s front, watching
Tiffany approach.
He didn’t notice Celia yelling until he saw Tiffany pointing at Celia and starting
to jog toward them. He dropped the paper towels that were now damp with blue juice
onto the woodchips and turned to see his daughter with her hands over her eyes,
screaming as a seagull hovered just above the table with the bags of sandwiches in its
mouth. It was struggling under the load of the bags but beat its wings so powerfully that
within two or three strokes it was above their heads and flapping toward the roof of the
bathroom.
Celia buried her face in Tiffany’s waist as she continued to cry, pulling at her
tangled hair. A crowd from the park had gathered at Celia’s crying and now stood
watching this big Seagull flap its final few strokes before it landed on the bathroom. It
dropped the bags and landed a few feet away from them, pausing to look down towards
the Chad and his family. It bobbed its head and walked over toward the bags the way
that gulls do, as though its limbs are prosthetic.
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Chad looked for something heavy enough to throw at the bird, but all he had were
cans of beer and he felt sheepish throwing those in front of a crowd. Some people were
laughing, some were pointing and whispering, some were staring at Chad, just staring and
staring.
The bird looked at them as it stood over the bag and unsnapped the seal. The gull
reached into the peanut butter and jelly and began swallowing each of the sandwich slices
one by one.

“Straits”
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He was striking because, forgive my coarseness, I’d never seen such a dark child
with red hair. I’m sure I knew there were but I’d never seen it. Dmitri’s picture showed
him sitting in a little bam that the Red Cross workers had made in a Marrakech pediatric
clinic. His name must have been a Cold War hangover, an ally that never materialized,
but I never really had anyone to ask politely since he was the only human I corresponded
with directly. All other letters were institutional in nature. Someone, I assumed it’d been
the workers, had dressed him up in overalls and he was standing in front of that mini red
bam with a plastic pitchfork that seemed meters taller than him. I’d never seen a child
look more despondent. He had no idea what was going on and must have felt that the aid
workers were playing a joke on him.
A caption printed on the picture said his father had been a goat farmer before
A.I.D.S. had killed him, leaving Dmitri orphaned. Nothing was mentioned about his
mother except that she left Dmitri’s father after giving birth to travel with sardine
fishermen through the Strait of Gibraltar and off the end of the world for all it mattered.
The picture was taken at the clinic during his first contact with a doctor.
The organization that sent me the pamphlet was based out of Winchester and
called Loaves and Fishes for Africa. Their literature was generally well designed with
pie charts breaking down how donated monies were spent and a rather keen statistical
breakdown of how the program extended the lifespan and opportunities of the selected
children. The changes in literacy were particularly striking. I am not, myself, a Christian
man. If I were forced to define my beliefs, I’d say I were agnostic or perhaps a sort of
wiccan, but nothing particularly formalized or orthodox. I am not, however, opposed to
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exploiting Christian endeavors of the philanthropic kind to affect improvements in
humanity. Discipline and control can be its own improvement.
That little dark face kept popping up in my mind, standing next to the hokey bam,
muttering in what was probably perfect French how these clean-faced Brits humiliate
him. In my head I made him Dickensian in birth, mis-caste, and standing on the brink of
poverty while the character of his face radiated a simple dignity. My reading of the
picture wasn’t exactly American Gothic in terms of interpretive scene, but I apparently
have a soft spot for intercultural embarrassment. He reminded me of myself at his age,
moving into Casterbury from the countryside to first attend school. My socks were
longer than they should have been, a mark of a country child, and my classmates and the
caretaker roundly taunted me for it. I should have sensed the eventuality of my payment
the moment I decided not to immediately throw the letter away.
I’d never had a child of my own, for personal reasons. I have had, however, many
dogs. It’d sound foolish to speculate that there’s some similarity between training pets
and children, but most people seem to assume that there is. I have enough expertise to
breed and raise show dogs if I wish; my family had a tradition of raising fine Irish
Wolfhounds in my grandfather’s time. My great uncle Melhuse was once regarded as the
keeper of the finest Wolfhound bloodline on the South American continent, the place to
which he had emigrated. The dogs were surprisingly popular there amongst expatriate
Germans. My grandmother would always say, “Chesterfields have an unmatched eye for
quality.” I choose personality over monetary value so all my dogs have come from
shelters and I don’t train my dogs, in the traditional sense, because I feel as though I
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communicate with it and negotiate rather than bending it to my will. I like to see its face
so it knows it’s disobeying me. Some dogs become soldiers because people over-train
them and I want a pet, not a soldier.
While I would not be raising the boy directly myself, the attached literature
encouraged a regular correspondence between the sponsor and the child. I felt that
through the power of my words I might be able to affect the boy’s life in a positive way
even if I might not understand the whole breadth of his experiences. I thought, ‘Perhaps
through a mutual sharing we could come to understand the greater commonalities
between us, even across continents.’
The child I made note of in my journal, January 28, 1982: ‘Sad young lad in
overalls, rate of sponsorship reasonable.’ Within the week I had filled out the appropriate
forms and mailed them off with a few extra notes attached for Dmitri to use as he wished.
I assumed they would be able to exchange the pounds for dirham on his behalf. I
regularly sent my payment into the organization with extra for Dmitri and notes from my
daily journal to give him a better sense of who his benefactor was. Within five years I
received my first letter of response written in perfectly legible English. He wrote he was
‘well’ and that the school he had attended ‘suited his needs to the utmost.’
I was naturally delighted by the specificity of his syntax and diction, a mirror of
my own, and the knowledge that my donations and letters were going toward the young
man’s education. He carried a consciousness of my good favor. I wrote in response
asking him for a new photograph so that I might measure his growth and inquired
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whether or not he was capable of attending to a local market where Berber rugs were
sold.
Since I had been a young man, I’d desired a Berber rug, twined by nomads from
the hair of their herded beasts, to lay on the blue couch in front of the south facing
window of my flat. A companion of mine had once had one, as well as several oriental
rugs, of exquisite quality that were woven with a fabric that seemed to vibrate with story
and culture. He would tell stories, which I knew to be false, of their acquisition and
histories during his dinner parties. The embellishments failed to ruin the splendor of the
artifacts and the charming effect his tales had on his guests. I imagined myself capable of
equally superior narratives, though simply to have such a unique and human possession
would have sufficed, perhaps simply for my current dog, who had a back problem, to sit
on.
Dmitri wrote that next winter, though he was young, he was willing to travel to
market to purchase and ship the best Berber rug he could find up to me at Lancashire. I
need only send him a sum of pounds to cover the expense. I sent him the notes and
expected he would go to the market at Marrakech to purchase the rug. Their rugs are
known the world round.
Instead of an artfully dyed and tightly woven Berber rug I received a sort of
poncho of indeterminate origin. The note he attached told an excited story of his visits to
the communal bathhouses and gardens of Marrakech, where he met many interesting
people, which people none he bothered to recount, save one. Through my
disappointment, I was excited for him and hopeful that the experience might re-enliven
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his flagging interest in his own culture. I couldn’t fault the boy who clearly had had the
breadth of the understanding of his own culture limited by a Western education and
promised myself that I would not let my disappointment in the rug affect our relationship.
His note also mentioned that one of the men he had met ran a school in the Atlas
Mountains that taught young men traditional crafts and that he had been offered
admission because of the impression he’d made. I sent him a chapbook by Christina
Rossetti to thank him, hoping that it would not be too far above his reading level, and the
requisite money required to pay for this new school through the first season. I was,
admittedly, somewhat hopeful that rugs would be included in his curriculum, so I sent an
extra envelope for him to pass on to his teacher, asking that he, if possible, teach Dmitri
that particular trade. His teacher, the man Dmitri met in Marrakech, never responded to
my letter though he once sent me a card for Easter.
Over the span of the next several years Dmitri’s school moved from the
mountains to the sea and back again. His letters were lyric, almost poetic while he was
by the sea. I pictured him sitting on a cliff overlooking the gentle Mediterranean, plying
his wares. He began to write more regularly than he had as a young man, though rarely
in response to any of the events of my life or my queries after him. From what he did say
I knew he was growing into an adult and that it was a difficult transition:
“Sitting in overly hot air, turning and turning to stay cool very little seemed to
move, not even the fan or the air, though they turned. They too seemed part of what was
desiccated. When I lived by the sea, the ocean always stirred me because it moved,
reminded me that the world was turning, the moon was circling, and that moment by
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moment moments were dying. I was dying. I living, rushing metronome, the sea. I
would felt more grounded because of the water, perhaps because of my mother.
“More so than others, I think stillness makes me feel like I’m dying.”
I wondered perhaps if all the Pre-Raphaelite poetry I had sent him had begun to
take hold in an unforeseen way. I remember myself at his age being brought to tears by a
poem of Yeats’ whose title I forget. The sea seemed to haunt him in a way I could not
perceive, though perhaps in the same way he had haunted me.
He did send me rugs. Their quality improved vastly over time; the first Berber
rug he made that I received had completely fallen apart upon first laundering, which was
probably a blessing given the coarseness of the weaving. The tuition for his schooling
increased many times over but so long as the quality of his rugs continued to improve I
felt justified. After several years his work became exquisite, in colors so grand they
seemed prophetic annunciations. The most beautiful rug was a woven red and orange
halo with a blue circle in the center, which I took to be a representation of the prophet
Mohammed receiving the first verses of the Koran. The angelic fringes were childlike
and fragile but the encircled light swirled with an intensity that lashed the surrounding
walls. The colors of the prophet looked dumbstruck, as I would imagine they would be.
Dmitri had a particular way of signing his name in the pieces by intertwining my initials,
M.N., intertwined with his, D.L.
The more monotone his correspondence became, the more beautiful the rugs he
sent me. It was as if weaving was becoming his language rather than words. I had long
since stopped asking him for the rugs because they arrived in a steady stream without
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prompting. I felt as though I had unlocked something beautiful in a young man who was
struggling with something I could only imagine in the echoes of my past. I had run out of
Pre-Raphaelite authors to send him and moved on to Milton and Chaucer. The shift
passed without comment, though I expect he noticed the shift.
During the next few years, which carried me from 41 to 4 7 ,1 found myself aging
precipitously. I gave up on dogs. My body and my mind felt as though they were
irrevocably changing: Slowly, the body unzips itself, unzips the stomach over the waist,
unzips the forehead over itself, unzips the bald scalp over the hair. My memories
unzipped one over the other. I was working in my letters with him towards a point where
I felt I could offer for him to come to Lancashire to live with me. I inquired after leasing
a larger flat with an area suited to the furnishing of his rugs, which he was still prolific at
furnishing. I knew he could come and make a comfortable living manufacturing his
pieces as I sold several of his pieces, the ones that seemed redundant with his other work,
to my friends and colleagues. They periodically asked me if I had more to sell them.
I arrived home not long ago to find government authorities rifling through my
belongings. I had arrived just as a flax-haired man in a blue suit was carrying my Berber
rugs in sealed plastic hoods to a van on the street. While I stood there several men took
me gently by the arms and escorted me a car where I waited until being taken to a
facility. The van smelled like Indian food, which the driver told me through the small
rectangular window to the front that he had had for lunch. I hadn’t had a chance to eat
since I’d been accosted before entering my flat where I’d planned on making a pate for
dinner.
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I slept that night on a cot in a cell where the lights were left on and New Age
music played through the overhead speaker. I slept rather soundly thanks to the music
and extreme hunger. When I woke, however, I found it difficult to concentrate even after
I had eaten the toast and fruit I ’d been brought for breakfast. I was worried that perhaps I
had broken some import code in acquiring my rugs and given the number I possessed that
I might have moved from petty crime into some sort of international fraud. Apparently
something they found in my belongings acquitted me because they released me two
weeks later without having ever interviewed me or explained of what I was suspected. In
inquired of my friends if they’d heard anything of me or had their rugs seized but they
hadn’t.

There he was, Dmitri, on the international page of the two-week-old newspaper
lying in from the mail slot of my flat. The headline read “Plot to Bomb British Container
Ships Foiled in Morocco: Seven men arrested, one killed.” And I knew then that he was
lost.
Because I had sent pound notes instead of checks, I don’t know what happened to
the money. The authorities had searched my home because of the letters and money I
sent to Dmitri, but I can only guess as to what it was that convinced them I was innocent
of any collusion.
I bought a ticket and flew here to Morocco a month later. The newspapers in
Rabat were running stories and pictures of Dmitri. It was hard to imagine that he had
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grown so much as he had in the news photos. His hair was tamed from his younger days
but his eyes, whose color I could not see in the black print, still had the glean of youth not
hardened.
I was surprised that such an event would have such staying power in media
attention since Morocco seemed to fancy itself as a moderate Arab state, perhaps even
European. I couldn’t read the articles on the paper that I bought, but I could discern from
the photographs that the authorities continued to search for other members of the
conspiration. One newspaper had pictures of a man of Spanish looking descent
straddling and cuffing suspected terrorists and witnesses as they lay face down in front of
an adobe hut on a gravel street. Photographs and stories regarding the group covered all
the newspapers in the airport stand, which was also selling a colorful array of desert
flowers, bundled with rubber bands and soft butcher paper. I bought a small bunch and
one of the newspapers in which I could press the petals so that they’d survive the return
trip to England. I bound all the petals in the paper in a small volume of William Blake’s
poetical work using one of the sturdy rubber bands that came with the bunch of flowers.
I bought another paper and stowed it in my satchel in hopes that I might come across an
English speaking Moroccan who could translate the information of the article for me.
Once at a bus station I hope to make my way from Rabat to Marrakech and meet
up with a Sufi who lived at the bathhouse where Dmitri had been recruited. I’ve been
trying to get in contact with the school without success. The authorities gave me back
one rug, an early one that was simply orange with conch shells running across it that I’ve
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brought with me. I hope for my sake that when I get there someone will tell me if the
boy made it with his own two hands.

“Day Comes to the Painted Road”
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I’m trying to remember the feel of Sho-Whei’s body, this woman who’s still
holding the door after I pass through like some other part of me will trail in. She’s
smirking to herself. It is not a secretive, sensitive smile but self-satisfied. The rise of her
smile augments the sink in her cheeks beneath the bone. We may have touched as I came
through the door, but I cannot remember, so I hug Sho-Whei cheek to cheek. My arms
come round her waist in the nook below her ribs, and I pat my palm gently between her
shoulders.
“Hey stranger,” she says. She’s wearing gray pinstripe dress pants that have been
poorly ironed. A foot is painted, a foot is sky blue sock, thin ore-colored bracelets
around a wrist.
The body I remember was smooth, almost prenatal but for its tautness. Her skin
is still beautiful though seemingly without hair: alien, mantis-like.
She often told me men considered her legs to be the sexiest part of her. I heard of
men in Taiwan over the phone: about Paul the virgin who fell in love and ciphered letters
in character every day, or Jin, the father of a child she watched, who fucked her better
than every other man she’d been with but one, or another man and name with his details
and teeth and hair. She’d speak Mandarin when she became excited, when she yelled,
when her mother fought, when her father screamed. I missed her excitements, picked at
memories in the time between, worried at her in our passing letters and photographs.
“That’s a nice picture,” I say.
“Jason’s aunt painted it for him, for us. We’re artists in this house,” she says.
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Suspended in the living room on a high pointed wall is a six-foot portrait of David
Bowie. He is peach and perfectly hairless except for the hair of his scalp. The collar of
his shirt is half way up, pink, framing his jaw line. He has the look in his eyes I’m used
to, the sensitive jerk, disaffected. There’s a subtle hint of Ziggy Stardust in his cheeks,
below his eyes, but it’s subdued. His face looks well traveled but not world worn:
aerodynamic as if he were the child of a dolphin, lips like a blade. Though I’d shaved my
face that morning, the smoothness pales in comparison to the canvas.
The other paintings are awash in the tones of Bowie’s face. They are all striking
in their own way, stick figures and nonsense furniture, the kinds of things I see when I’m
spinning and close my eyes. They hang like satellites to a moon.
“I think I’ve got an old portrait of you in the charcoal,” she says and begins
looking for her art binder.
Jason is and has been sitting on the floor in front of the television to our left
watching surfing. He is an ex-boyfriend. His blonde hair is tousled, he is rather pale, but
an attractive man in his otherwise flawless appearance. The only hint of division is that
his clothes can’t decide if he’s more skater or surfer. He makes me uncomfortable, and I
have the urge to check for grime in his fingernails. He seems neither satisfied nor
concerned with existing at this moment.
She cannot find the drawing. We sit on the couch just far enough apart that my
knee touches hers when we face each other. I’m glad my khaki pants match the beige
couch, with its soft intoxicating cushions. It’s what my uncle would call an opium couch:
a couch that is built for smoking or fucking.
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“You look good,” I say to her with a half-smile, half-frown.
“I know my cheeks look sunken but they’re not bad,” she says. Her kitten, which
she says is named Scobie, skitters across the carpets with the big cats, endangering many
of the small ferns potted about the room. The kitten tumbles on the step down from the
kitchen, regains her feet, and tears off up the stairs. Sho Whei smiles, but I only manage
half as much again.
I tell Sho-Whei I’ve been well; I’m working as a clerk in a law library. The Dean
assures me that if I apply, I will be accepted.
“I’m weighing my options.”
I hold my two palms up like scales. The buttons on my wrist have come undone.
“My mother sends her regards. She uses your student essays as examples
sometimes,” I say.
“She’s one of the few things I miss from school,” she says. “I painted the others
by the way.” She waves her arm in the periphery of David Bowie.
Jason has stopped watching surfing and switched to a Thai woman who is lying
on her stomach while an Asian man with a Beatles haircut fucks her vigorously from
above and behind. She’s on a green folding lawn chair that seems in danger of collapsing
from his rapid, well-practiced thrusting.
“You’re so narrow, you’re so narrow,” the translation says over and over,
punctuated by multiple exclamation points. Sweat runs from the man’s forehead onto the
woman’s back; he reaches down and rubs it into her skin.
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Sho-Whei asks me if she can smoke and I say certainly since it is her house. She
walks up the stairs to get methamphetamines and a glass pipe from the bedroom. I take
my shoes off as I’m waiting.

She’d said, the day it came, that she always knew it would. The day came
because I chose.
We walked up the stairs to the loft in the house my parents built before I could
speak and kissed on a red bed spread just below the amber finish of the A-frame. She
took off my pants, took me in her mouth, kept me in her mouth while I listened to myself
breathe as evenly as I could manage. The knots in the wood throbbed as I held her hair
gently as I could, holding it out of her face, trying to feel the back of her neck. If I could
have spoken, I would have told her that this was only my second time moving in
someone’s mouth, in the overwhelming warmth, and that I was about to come.
After she washed her mouth in the bathroom, she took off most of her clothes,
leaving a water bra and beautiful gray skirt on and lay down next to me. She pulled up
her skirt and slid my hand down between her legs.
“You can do anything to me you want,” she told me.
I sighed. It was somehow not what I expected or wanted her to say.
She moved my finger in and out of her pussy with suggestive rapidity. I kissed
her cheek, and my hand followed her without a sign of disagreement. When she’d come,
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she’d pull my fingers out of her while her body tensed and released, tensed and
released...
“I know this will seem weird but can I smoke,” she asked as she lay there.
“Yes,” I said.
She pulled a pipe and a few small rocks from a baggie in her pocket and smoked
them next to me still nearly naked. Alabaster smoke drifted from the pipe and the comers
of her mouth.
“You have no idea what this is like after sex,” she said.
She took me in her mouth again, and I told her I wanted to be inside her, told her
that it was my first time and that I wanted to have it be with her. The house was cold
with springtime in the mountains.
“I brought condoms,” I said. Trojan extra thick with spermicidal lubricant
lettered in maroon. She let me put it on and climbed on top of me. The sound of rustling
grocery bags came from us as she rolled her hips back to front and her thighs tugged at
my hips.
“I hate condoms,” she said.
“I don’t think it’s a very good idea without one,” I said.
“Get on top of me so you can pull out,” she said, continuing to move but more
slowly.
I hesitated. This was not what I had in mind. After a few moments she rolled
over and we took my condom off. Her skirt was bunched just above her hips so her legs
could press the palms of her feet into my sides as I entered her. My hips stumbled,
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shook, did their best to roll in the way they were yet unaccustomed to. The rising and
falling sensation of sex could only be related to the throbbing of pain, the unexpected
tides of injury. When I felt myself letting go, I left her body and buried myself to come
in the comforter.
“I was going to tell you to come on my belly or my skirt, but the blankets are
fine,” she said.
We drifted in and out of sleep by the glow of her pipe and the flicking sound of a
lighter.

I sit next to her as she smokes. Jason has walked outside, gotten in his truck, and
left for the day. There is a condom in my pocket that my fingers fidget with.
The coffin on the coffee table could have been built for a peanut. It’s black with
painted vines running their tendrils across the top. After she gave up the idea of her child
and then its flesh, she made the key chain sized sepulcher. It was larger than I had
pictured. The fetus had been Jason’s responsibility, but it easily could have been mine.
Scobie is cleaning herself beneath David Bowie. She shakes herself and rubs
Sho-Whei’s legs. Sho-Whei sets the pipe down, reaches through the cloud of smoke, and
takes Scobie in her arms.
“Do you want to throw darts or play Ms. Pacman,” Sho-Whei asks. I say I would
enjoy Ms. Pacman, and we move out of the living room and through the breakfast nook
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into the dining room, Scobie flicking her tail from the crook of Sho-Whei’s arm. I
breathe deeply.
We sit down to play on a vintage Ms. Pacman arcade machine from circa 1983,
the kind shaped like a table so that pizza and Pepsi could be set slightly off the screen.
The machine, the floor, the rug are all covered in a film of dirt that Scobie could not lick
away in her lifetime. The famous waver, the in and out sounds of the game, dance
carnival-like and awkward as we play.
Sho-Whei fails quickly. I manage to guide Ms. Pacman for three rounds before
she succumbs to Blinky the purple ghost. Sho-Whei dies quickly again, seeming unable
to move downward.
“I think the boys broke this side,” she says. A nut that stabilizes the control is
gone and the joystick de-centers itself, listing to the left and upward. I imagine it’s been
broken by the boys banging on it in a drunken stupor before they go outside to light
cherry bombs or throw hatchets at the cypress tree in the back yard.
“A lot of the shit in here was new or old and cared for before Jason got a hold of
it,” she says. “He just doesn’t know how to value things.”
“Take my side,” I say.
She bats her eyelashes.
“No, you get the good side,” she says.
I’m considering how to dissent politely when she says, “I know” and walks
toward the garage. She comes back to the room with a coffee can of nuts and begins
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trying to fit them on the exposed screw. I stand and relinquish my turn, leaving Ms.
Pacman to flounder as I watch Sho-Whei.

The forest was burning while we had sex that first time. Several of the
surrounding mountains had tendrils of flame creeping over their purple crowns while
Sho-Whei and I had made the ascending drive. Invisible people fought the fire
somewhere in the distance; distant enough that we’d need not worry. The smoke had
been everywhere in everything. The air was dry and thick with the smell of burning pine
and the sunlight that wove through the bands of smoke had the redness of evening. My
eyes had burned. The deer, the bobcats, the squirrels had passed through the woods and
by houses away from the edge of the flame, surrendering their shyness to escaping.
When I woke without my virginity and hid the condom in a plastic bag at the
bottom of my backpack, one of those deer, a doe, walked down the slope behind the
house on the path to the playhouse my father had built when I was six. She walked
steadily away, a large spot of ash daubed on her haunches, her white tail tensing
rhythmically. My eyes were dry from lack of sleep, and I blinked narcotically while ShoWhei looked out from upstairs.
“I saw deer last night too,” she said. “I thought there were people moving in the
forest, watching me. They walk like people.”
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We ate my breakfast specialty, the fried egg with tabasco sauce, and showered
separately in the brown bathroom, me first, then her. She drank Miller-Lite while
standing at the back deck, peering off up the hill and into the smoke and I watched her,
sipping grapefruit juice and wondering if the second night would be better.
I left her and drove to a general store ten miles distant called The Forks, the only
store for hours back in the days when I spent summers growing up in the mountains. A
grease fire in the store’s small restaurant had burnt the place to the ground but, it had
been rebuilt essentially as it had been. The wood planks of the store’s deck had already
seen enough rains to have grayness on their comers and a creak when they were walked
on.
I bought us skinless chicken, milk, hamburger, white bread buns, green peppers,
and lettuce for that night’s dinner. I paid at the counter, anonymous despite having been
at this counter dozens of times over the course of years.
I drove to the house swinging back and forth on the curves of the country and put
the groceries away quickly. Sho-Whei did not appear. I called for her, and she answered
from the loft with my name. I ran up the stairs into my bedroom and found her sitting on
the floor in the middle of the room, naked from the waist down.
“I’m having some problems,” she said.
She waved a tampon at me. Her head tottered unsteadily on her neck. Cans of
beer were scattered around her pipe, which was still softly smoking from its bowl. I
noticed she was bleeding slowly onto the carpet from between her legs. Her face was a
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simple question. Her hands were unsteady as I stepped forward to help her and pulled a
clean tampon from the box.
“The animals are freaking me out. I keep seeing people in the woods,” she says.
“I really need to go.”
We drove home, my eyebrows drawn downward while she listened to techno
music. She dropped me off in the circle of my driveway and we talked only by phone for
four years.

I haven’t seen her face outside photographs in four years.
She has found a nut that fits imperfectly, but well enough. We play for a while,
and she asks me from the garage if I’m hungry as she returns the coffee can to its shelf.
“I could eat,” I say.
“Where do you want to eat?” she asks.
“I know nothing of Redondo Beach. What would you recommend?” I ask.
She recommends the sandwiches at an Italian restaurant by the gift shop where
she works. She tells me it’s next to the beach and the promenade but is still surprisingly
quiet.
“We have all day; I have nowhere to be, and Jason is gone,” she says.
“I can’t stay for long past five,” I say “but I will eat with you.”
We drive to the restaurant on the evenly paved and painted streets, past the
flowered medians, and the camera equipped stoplights. The air is warm and full of more
southern color than home. The ocean is surprisingly quiet in spite of its closeness.
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We sit to eat meatball sandwiches at a loosely woven wicker table on the patio
facing the ocean.
“Every time I come, I think of you,” I say.

body, in its moment o f

seizure, is your body. I cannot squeeze your paint o ff me. I struggled with that
penetration more than I will ever let on.
Her bangs fall forward across her forehead, and she tilts her eyes up to me as she
speaks.
“You seem much more at peace and happy with yourself,” she says. “I’m glad.”
“You look good,” I say.
“Life has been easier. Splitting with Jason was good for me; now I just need to
find a place to go and move out.”
“Taiwan did you some good,” I say.
“I didn’t smoke until six months after I got back,” she said.
We eat food and talk.
She drives us back to the house, still hollow cheeked with one sock on and metal
bracelets hanging from her wrists. Music that I dislike plays on the c.d. player, and I grit
my teeth to keep from asking her to change it. We make a left turn cutting off a woman
in a purple shirt crossing the street with her daughter.
“I don’t know how long they expected me to wait,” Sho-Whei says.
She is smiling; she turns the smile to me every now and then. She packs her
cigarettes against the dashboard arhythmically. Her one hand struggles to bring her
lighter to life as the cigarette rests in her mouth.
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I gently-as-I-can reach and take the steering wheel with my left hand. Sho-Whei
glances at me as I’m watching the road; her two hands light the cigarette as we drive
across colored lines.

“Horses Never Seem Intent On Pissing”
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We stopped for coffee in Lytton. The gas stations back there are all restaurants
and cafes and stores and God knows what else. Not in the corporate sense of throwing
Taco Bells in the back of restrooms and banks inside of restaurants but in the sense that
you have to pay for everything at the same counter and the attendant has to walk over and
set the table for you if you want to eat something without your hands. We’d passed Hope
Tunnel, Destruction Bay, Stolen Point, and Lake Manhood, places with names that let me
know I live more North than most people should ever drive. I don’t remember the name
of the restaurant where we stopped. There’s little reason to remember a name when
there’s only one road, only one town, and only one way back. But the attendant was finer
than mohair. I’ll bet she had a beautiful smile, but she was kind of hard in the way
people get when so much passes by at 55. It dries you out like a cold wind.
My man James Ron’s grandfather had just passed on, so I’d been taking him out
camping to spread the ashes around Quartz Lake. Ron was driving, and he’d been silent
since w e’d packed up our gear and started heading back. He had the same look he got
when he’d been mending fences too long. Intense like headlights. I tried to hold real still
to help him pull out of it, but all I could see all around me was a column of trees along
the road and it made me fidget. Trees and flat land don’t belong together. The one time I
saw the ocean as a boy was when my dad drove us to Puget Sound and we took a deep
sea fishing trip for three days on some rundown schooner. My dad yelled at me because I
kept picking my nose. The ocean is flat, like this land, but at least water moves before
the eyes.
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After a while all those trees cantering on made my legs bounce. Stillness seems
to seep into your brain like a noxious fog. Ron paid my fidgeting no mind, but he looked
smaller and smaller as the hours passed by.
When we got to Lytton, I told him to stop for coffee. It was about two feet off the
ground with cinder blocks stacked up beneath it to make the steps and two red handpainted signs hanging over it that said “Gas” and “Coffee” in a half-assed imitation of
calligraphy. I figured a little homey place like this might cheer Ron up after the hours of
nothing. It was a lot like the Chinese place back home where we sit and get coffee and
bear claws. Ron’s wound so tight most often that coffee actually calms him down. He
likes quiet spots.
We parked on the south end of the building because that’s where a small orange
cone was. I didn’t see other cars parked.
“I’d rather get further on home before it gets dark than have coffee,” Ron said.
“I don’t want you biting my goddamn head off if we get stuck at the border,” I
said.
Ron waited in the truck while I walked over to see if anybody was around. I tried
knocking and heard someone in the back walk toward the door so I waved to Ron and
went on in.
I dragged my muddy boots across the muddy floor of a room the size of a horse
stall. The counter, the walls, the floor were all unfinished wood, which was an odd
interior choice considering the siding hanging outside. The oak counter had a black door
behind it and two other black doors on the other walls. The only window was a little
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porthole in the door. It made me feel like I was at the bottom of the ocean. The walls
were covered by strange wicker art that looked like dried-out palm fronds.
I walked over and ran my hand over the counter. A woman walked in smirking as
if she knew a secret. She had fingernails colored like wine that she plucked at her copper
colored blouse with. The way the top of her face seemed suspended in air was what told
me she was beautiful and for the first moment all I could see were her two green eyes and
a pale smooth forehead suspended in the space in front of me. She told me her name,
Paula, eyes and forehead smooth like glass.
Ron came in. He stood in the doorway with his thumbs hooked in his belt and his
eyes dropped. I don’t think we’d seen a woman in four days unless you counted our
horses, which in conversation we sometimes did. He never game me the impression he
was overly familiar with women.
“I’m Evan and this is Mr. James Ron. We wanted to see if you were open and
maybe we could get something to drink,” I said. She looked at Ron and me and then at
my belt buckle. My brother-in-law had given it to me for being best man at his wedding.
It had been his grandfather’s; it was a saddled Appaloosa running rider less through sage.
“Take your boots off and I’ll take you in,” she said.
After we took off our boots, she took us through a door and into a room with a
few empty tables. At the center of the tables were vases of fake violets with a film of
dust on them. The paintings on the wall and the patterns on the table clothes were all
pastorals of green and gray, nothing like the country really was. Gray men around green
fires, empty fields and livestock.
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After I sat down at the table she pointed at, Ron asked if there was another place
we could sit; his ears flared out like rearview mirrors.
“Can we maybe sit in the kitchen with you?” I asked.
Paula’s face stayed flat as she looked at me, considering.
“What about you?” she asked Ron.
“He’s happy if he can eat anything with gravy and listen to a little Hank,” I said.
Paula held on for a moment, shrugged, and took us through the other door. I like
the way women’s legs move in khaki. I nudged Ron in front of me and walked behind
him feeling like I was gliding.

We walked into a room with big bay windows and an aquarium in the wall behind
the bar. Three or four groups of old men sat around tables throughout the room, some
smoking, some eating, all arranged in the many states of bullshitting. Everybody was in
his socks except for a man in a wheelchair sitting by the granite-layered hearth on the far
end of the room. His hair somehow seemed whiter than everyone else’s, which was
something of an accomplishment given the pale hair and bald heads throughout the room.
Ron watched him as Paula sat us down. He had on tall black Stetson cowboy boots that
glistened like they’d just been oiled. The jeans he was wearing kept me from seeing, but
the legs going into those boots seemed mighty thin and shorter than they were supposed
to. His boots looked tight on his legs, as boots are meant to be.
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“They’re used to travelers staying outside,” Paula said gesturing to the other
room. Ron sat down in the chair next to mine staring at the man’s boots. The man
looked like a white-haired Buddha in that wheelchair.
“What can I get you?” She asked.
“No menus?” Ron asked.
“Ask for what you want; I’ll tell you if we can make it,” she said. I waited for a
wink that didn’t come.
“Give me coffee and anything with gravy,” I said. Ron ordered grapefruit juice,
coffee, and an English muffin.
She walked over to the old man and said something to him, at which point he
rolled himself into the back behind the bar and disappeared.
Paula came back over to the table and sat down. I looked her right in the face and
kept smiling like my life depended on it. Her red hair wound round her ears as if roses
were vines.
“So what’s up with you guys?” she asked. “Where you headed?”
“We’re heading back from a funeral of sorts. Quartz Lake,” I said.
“Strange place for a funeral. Make it mighty hard for people to come,” she said,
frowning. “Seems opposite of what you’d want.”
Ron’s leg was bouncing something ferocious. His hat tremored so much it looked
like a hummingbird’s wing. His hands kept busy straightening and restraightening the
cuffs of his flannel shirt.
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“We were spreading Ron’s grandpa’s ashes. We actually live up near Buhach and
this is about as far south as we ever get. Ron’s grandpa used to set up spring camp near
Quartz Lake on long cattle drives through the high country,” I said. “We met Ron’s
uncle and borrowed his horses to ride up. Nice horses.”
“You been up there before?” she asked.
“Not since he took us before high school,” I said. “He took us up in summer
about seven years ago when Ron was getting ready to move out of the house.” I pointed
at Ron. “He said he had to teach us how to fish, then sat there quiet by the lake for five
days. Ron and I sat around the fire, fished some to eat. I figure his grandpa probably
pulled Ron off somewhere and had a chat with him, explained the silence. But from
when he got out of the truck until we got back, not a word to me. It’s beautiful right now.
We spread his ashes over everything we saw. That whole forest was gray with ash.”
“I’m sorry to hear about that,” Paula said to Ron.
The old man in the chair rolled out from the back and in front of the hearth again.
Somebody had lit it while I was talking.
“Looks like your cook is on strike,” Ron said.
“That’s my dad,” Paula said. “How’d your grandfather die?”
“Cancer,” Ron said.

“My mom had this idea that the skins of things were good for you. ‘That’s where
the minerals are,’ she used to say. The outside of things, the crust of bread. She thought
eating right could cure most anything.” Paula trailed off as she set down my country-fried
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steak and handed Ron his muffin with a slices of grapefruit garnishing the edges of the
plate.
“I think it’s one of those things mothers say,” I said. “I know I ate my crusts.”
The coffee had a strange shrillness to it, bitterness, like it was black no matter
what I put in it. Ron tore his muffin into two halves and ate it. The gravy was smooth
like chowder and good. The food reminded my body of how tired it was. We sat for a
quarter of an hour chewing slowly, not talking much.
Paula came over.
“How is everything?” She asked.
“Good,” I said. “I think Ron snuck some of his grapefruit into my coffee though.”
Ron asked her about her father.
“What about him?” she asked.
“How come he gets to wear boots inside?” Ron asked.
“He owns the place,” she said, annoyed.
“It’s not like he can use them, Ron. I don’t think they get dirty,” I said.
The room blackened when they both turned to me. Something in what I said was
wrong. Ron looked mostly stunned, but Paula’s face bent itself like an aluminum can. I
knew I’d done wrong, but I couldn’t take back what I had said so there was nothing for
me to do but eat and consider how unfunny I can be.
“Here’s your ticket,” she said setting down a beige slip of paper and then walked
behind the bar.
I sighed.
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“Well, it was good run,” I said.
Ron grabbed our ticket and we stood up. He took out his wallet and walked over
to the old man, grabbing a chair along the way.

He gave the man $40 Canadian and the ticket and sat down.
The old man looked long and hard at Ron. The spots on the crown of his head
that his white hair didn’t cover were red, and his face was restless with lines. His skin
was much smoother from a distance.
He took his hat off and lifted it in salute to us, then waved us over. I could hear
Paula exit the kitchen as we dragged two chairs across the room over to her father.
“I heard you say you like horses,” the man said. Maybe he had. “Thing I love
about horses is they can hear your desire, they can smell your fear, and they don’t seem
to care. It doesn’t bother them. I used to love that about horses. Horses never seem
intent on pissing. They’re like God, the forgiving god.”
“I like your boots,” Ron said. “Why do you wear them?”
“I’ve got diabetes you know. They wanted to take them off so they don’t get
gangrene but I wouldn’t have it.”
“Yours boots or your legs?” I asked. I had drifted over into the baffles of Ron’s
right shoulder. I was leaning, almost hiding behind him. I was afraid to move my chair
for the noise. I could see Paula out of the comer of my eye behind the counter with her
arms crossed.
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“I don’t know; I didn’t ask before I rolled out of there,” He said and laughed, “got
right in my car and road home with Paula.”
Little Shinto characters were cut into the leather. Little characters that seemed to
act out scenes of a different language in their secret little scars on the glistening leather.
“You’re right to leave,” I said.
“Maybe.” the man said to me, “I’ve still got my boots on.”
He smiled and turned toward the hearth again.
Ron seemed very close to something.
We walked out of the room, past the dusty lilacs, past the wicker art, and out to
the truck. I felt like I was floating. I felt like I was covered in ash, I could feel it bum
under my fingernails. I could feel the thin film of sweat from the fire on my face and
arms like an envelope.
“Must be hard to put on boots when your legs don’t work,” Ron said and got in
the passenger seat.
I exhaled long and hard. The cone was gone; there were still no other cars. The
little building sat white as ever but drowning in moonlight.
“You ready?” I asked.
“Let’s just push on through,” he said as the keys chimed between my fingers.
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“Jackie Gleason’s Neighborhood”
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In the beginning the word was the man would come from the south and enter
through Joey Silva’s pistachio orchards on Road 21, riding in a Ford Galaxie on the way
to the freshly cleaned construction site. Rain was coming down, knocking many of the
soft pink blossoms that still twirled through the air in spite of the weight of the water off
from the spindly branches of the trees.
The driver was listening to Derek and the Dominoes on a radio that faded in and
out of tune as they drifted up and down the few rolling hills, moving further from the
highway. The county had said that it had readied Rolling Hills for construction, erecting
the necessary street and sign work and preparing the sewage and electrical services to be
extended to the small alcove.
People had gathered at the roadside in small pockets the closer the man’s car had
gotten to Leno; families and their closest neighbors stood together at the roadside as the
denim of their overalls stiffened in the wetness and the cold, some with flowers or bags
of walnuts and almonds, hoping that somehow they’d recognize the car when it came and
be able to see him when he passed by.
Harold Bosque had read in the Sequoia Inspector that a “famous” land developer
was coming to Leno to explore and examine a bare parcel in the orchards by the foothills
of the Tabletop Mountains. He had woken his family and his sons’ families at five in the
morning to finish plowing the last of the cover crop furrows before setting up tables and
chairs with lemonade and green bean casserole by the roadside to await the passing of the
car.
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Harold stroked the brand new leather-bound autograph journal in his front pocket.
It had been the last notebook or journal left in the Vigils’ general store.
His two eldest sons carried green plastic lawn chairs, large blue umbrellas, and a
fold out card table out to the roadside next to their red painted mailbox. The brothers
were silent but excited; Albert ran his hand through his hair as if his dry palms would
slick back his curls, and Louis chuckled to himself from his belly in the moment’s pause
after a spit of tobacco into a Pennzoil can. Their wives, Margery and Tate, worked in
each of the two houses to make persimmon cookies, banana bread, or lemon bars that
might be presented in the off chance the car stopped.
The Bosques’ neighbors, the Silvas, set up on the adjacent side of the road with a
wooden bench and a cooler full of sandwiches and lemons. Louis had shot the Silvas’
dog with an air rifle and then buried it in the Silvas’ own pistachio orchard when it fell
dead from being struck through the ear. They had yet to find the body, but Louis felt
their eyes pinned sadness to his overalls. But on this day, Joey Silva and Peggy Silva
smiled at the young men as they set up their bench and remarked at the lovely smell the
rain had brought.
Clouds lumbered on above in anvil shapes as the families set up and the blossoms
of the orchards in the distance fell. The road misted with the rain and petals like the
country version of a ticker tape welcome.
By the time a Ford Galaxie rose from the distance of the road, the families had
settled in their chairs and had long been spooning servings of casserole onto paper plates.
Harold stopped with his fork mid-way to his mouth and stood. He set his fork and plate
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on the table to free his hands for the brushing off of his pressed shirt. He cocked his
elbow in a position equally suited to shaking a hand or waving at a passing car.
“Is that it?” Albert asked. “Is that him?”
A car had not passed for forty-five minutes, yet none of them wanted to be the
one that said that it was him and be wrong.
Louis’ wife gathered into a new store-bought wicker basket the offerings they had
prepared and covered it with a blue kerchief. Harold had selected her to hold the basket
since, from a distance, she looked like a small child. The men removed their hats and
held them to their chests.
The car went by and half the Bosques at the roadside waved, unsure even amongst
the rare passing of a car that this was, in fact, the Ford Galaxie. The driver tooted the
horn in response as he blazed along by the road. The man in the ten-gallon hat in the
back of the car glanced up from a copy of the Los Angeles Times. The car passed the
stand of families and casseroles like a dust devil in high August.
The families milled about the side of the road, unsure whether they had actually
seen the car pass or if they’d greeted the wrong one. The camera Harold had bought sat
unwound on the table.
“We should drive out there,” Harold said.
“We could,” Albert said.
Louis tapped at the worn edge of the blacktop with his boot.
“That would be too... rural,” Louis said.
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“I don’t mean for him to have come all the way up here and miss him,” Harold
said.
“Maybe. I just think it’s impolite,” Louis said.
“How is welcoming a man and shaking his hand impolite?” Harold asked.
“I think it’s impolite and I wouldn’t want a bad impression to make him think
twice about his project,” Louis said.
Albert ran his hand through his dirty brown hair and gave a short nervous laugh.
Harold’s wrinkled face sagged at the prospect of souring a new opportunity for the town.

The car with the man in the cowboy hat came abreast of the property twenty
minutes after passing the confused welcome and the piecemeal grape vineyards, peach
orchards, alfalfa farms, and strawberry fields. The streets were there as promised, freshly
paved, and marked by street signs on every comer with names like Penelope and Virgil.
The driver pulled the car to the comer of the empty streets as the rain let up and
opened the door for Jackie Gleason, who left the car armed with a brass handled umbrella
and walked the yellow lines and thought of what it would be like to live in the middle of
all these trees and blossoms, with the Sierra Nevada in the distance, still snow capped,
rising out of the unending flatness at its base.
Gleason struck a wood match and lit a cigarette because it was cold in spite of the
sun that then peeked through the gaps in the clouds with the easterly breeze ruffling the
orchards and the grasses. The post holes on the street comers had been dug straight and
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true, and the signs stood perpendicular to the ground on the barren streets on the only
strip without trees, vines, or bushes as far as an eye could see.
His driver had brought a picnic lunch, which Gleason was now in doubts about
eating. Mr. Gleason had eaten with his driver before who ate like a farmer with his face
full over the plate, shoveling with the fork. The rain smell and the sight of his driver
ramming the food into his face were more than enough to turn the stomach.
He sneezed.
“Gesundheit. Would you like to eat now?” the driver asked.
“I take it you’re hungry,” Gleason said.
“I think the food could keep for a little while if it needed to,” the driver said.
Gleason strolled across an empty comer lot and wondered if it had been necessary
to come this far to stare at empty housing lots. The land here was so cheap it would be
difficult not to make money. The seeming ease worried him.

The Bosques sat quietly in their Falcon as they drove. There were other cars on
the road, a veritable traffic jam for an area fifteen miles off the interstate. Harold was
hoping that the drivers of the other cars were not doing the same thing he was. He
imagined Jackie Gleason standing in a muddy field, watching while a string of cars
passed by with people seemingly transfixed by a man with a famous name strolling
around an empty parcel. It was an embarrassing thought but the idea of being the only
one to pull over and turn around was equally embarrassing, particularly after convincing
Louis to come along by making room for his wife while Albert’s wife stayed behind for
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lack of a seat. Albert’s wife had been very gracious about the whole thing, only asking
that they make sure to get a good photograph for her, preferably one where Jackie
Gleason was not wearing his hat.
By the time the Bosques reached the property, they were part of a thirty-car chain
that couldn’t resist the temptation to gawk at the man at least once more. By some stroke
of luck, all the thirty drivers including Harold had enough sense and good taste to not get
out and linger but rather to drive slowly by while making quick glances and taking
unobtrusive photographs. The drivers then made a U-turn a mile further down the road
and passed by once more.
Harold was one of the first three cars, so he felt he would catch Gleason at his
most casual and authentic state.
Driving into the cleared land was like driving out of a well-manicured jungle into
a parking lot. It may have been only fifteen acres but it felt like a hundred. The Ford
Galaxie was parked on the closest comer, and Jackie Gleason was standing with his back
to the road, pondering the foothills.
“Get a picture, Albert,” Louis said, handing him the camera.

Gleason sneezed again as he emptied his bladder on the muddy ground as his
driver rooted around in the car for a handkerchief. They had the paper napkins ready as a
backup, but those dried out the nose so quickly it was easy to induce bleeding.
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The driver found a pink silk kerchief under the passenger seat and gave it to
Gleason, who then tended to his postnasal drip with vigor.
“What’s that noise?” Gleason asked.
“Cars sir,” the driver said.
“My nose is driving me crazy,” Gleason said.
“Maybe you’re allergic to the grass,” the driver said.
“I don’t have hay fever.”
The trees rustled all around from the breeze, making a sound like a wave break
over an applauding crowd. Gleason thought the view of the mountains from this spot was
as beautiful as any from the Central Valley could be. The backyards in the design would
have to be altered to all be Eastern facing.
His nose felt rubbed raw even against the silk of the kerchief and his eyes had
begun to bum as though he had stood over a box of tools soaking in kerosene for too
long.
“I think I’ll have that lunch in the car on the way back,” Jackie Gleason said.

It really makes the case for avoiding the spoken word; my name is Jackie
Gleeson; I can’t make sense why that’s so hard to figure. Business can and in my case
should be done through the sign language, Morse Code, or mail, though I have received
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cards and letters from people that show they don’t know the difference between an “e”
and an “a.” I posted them on my office wall as evidence to my secretary of the need for
stricter public education and low-cost prophylactics.
The further into the country I go, the more the ignorance is a problem. I never
write checks in a truck stop, though even I sometimes still get remarks because of the
resemblance of my physique to Jackie Gleason. I’ve tried losing weight, but that only
makes people think I look like James Cagney and then they get really confused.
I do get my phone calls returned. When I called the Leno County Planning
Department, I thought the Director was going to have a coronary. He fell all over himself
to help me file my permits and put me in touch with reliable contractors:
“Hey this is Jackie Gleeson.”
“Jackie Gleason?”
“Jackie Gleeson.”
((
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“Have you received the paperwork on the construction permits?”
CC
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“Hello?”
“What permits?”
“For Rolling Hills.”
“The Rolling Hills permits were filed by HB Development Incorporated; I don’t
have a Jackie Gleason listed.”
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“Do you have any idea what kind of grief I get when I put my name on
something?”
(t

55

“So you do have the permits ready for us?”
tC

55

“Can you recommend any local contractors who won’t hump us on the work
bill?”
. .Why are you calling herel I didn’t know you were into developing.”
“Why would you?”
((

5?

“Can you recommend someone?”
“What kind of car do you drive?”
“I drive a sleigh with eight merry reindeer; now could you please recommend
some contractors before I need to get my local work from Chowchilla?”
All I want out of life are good contractors. Well, not that there’re good
contractors, but ones that aren’t as bad. Reliable. That’s what we mean when we say
“good” and “contractor.” Once the man stopped tripping all over himself, we managed to
get some things straight and I got a list of contractors. He asked if I would come to
examine the county’s work, and I replied that I would as soon as the work on the utilities
was finished.
The gentleman from the phone mentioned to the newspaper at Leno that I, or what
they thought I was, was coming for an inspection. They wrote a two-page story: “Jackie
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Gleason Building Community in Leno.” The article went so far as to speculate that
Jackie Gleason himself would have a large home abutted by skyward shooting Roman
fountains at the center of the community.
The people came out to line the road. I felt like a real jerk, as if I’d had a part in a
bad joke, and told my driver to drive fast. I mean, it’s not like I was party to fraud, but
the trip was necessary. I have legitimate reasons whenever I travel independent of
anyone’s idea that I might be trying to fleece someone.
If I hadn’t gone, I wouldn’t have found the pollen problem.
The fifteen-acre parcel seemed clean. I thought to myself though, “There is a lot
of pollen that floats in from all the nut and fruit trees. A man with allergies would not be
too scrupulous of living in such a place.” Suppose people had an allergy to cherry
blossoms; I suppose most wouldn’t know until they saw them the first time. And how
many people have lived next to cherry trees?
I mean, I remember the trees around my house as a kid but they had needles.
Conifers. How can you be allergic to those? No flowers. Some of my friends said they
were though, said that was why they got acne. I’ve never heard of anyone getting acne
from a conifer. I didn’t want to build houses in a place only to find out that people were
getting allergic because of all the tree leaves and flower petals floating in the wind and
then start blaming their acne on it.
It was chance. If I hadn’t gone and if it hadn’t been windy that day, I could have
been stuck with a ghost town in the middle of all the orchards. Let someone else take the
risk, that’s what I said.
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Don’t get me wrong, I like small towns. I grew up in a little town like Leno:
Wasco California south of Leno, I actually passed it on my way up. I thought about
stopping by the old school and seeing if my teachers were still there, but I knew they
would be so I figured why bother. We drove by the cathedral where I was christened
instead, which looked exactly as it did when I was little except faded. The billboards up
along the road, which are the same as when I was a kid, are the only other things that
resemble a landmark. Some of them had started to peel.
Why would it matter if Jackie Gleason built houses and not me? Would the
houses be any better? Would the town be any better? There’s nothing I could have done
to improve Leno. I build houses and buildings, not towns, cities, or names.
My father used to say that the day half of California falls into the ocean was as
good a day for Wasco as we were ever going to get. We’d have ocean front property
then, he’d say.
Places like Leno, the dust on everything, the film that makes everything feel
grainy and old, the Pacific Plate dipping below the ocean is as good a day as a town like
that could ever have.
People used to tell me I ought to use what God gave me and start up an act, go on
talk shows and perform at carnivals. Has anyone ever met a prosperous rodeo clown?
Can you be famous impersonating one man? I got my own goddamn business that does
better than shows and nonsense. Just because you look like someone you’re not, there’s
the assumption you’re lost. People who say that are the same people who stand in
laundromats listening for the sound of change in the dryers.
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Claudius Bosque walked along the barbed wire fence where he’d caught
tarantulas for a living. He’d tried catching coyotes after high school and mounting them,
but they sold very poorly. The skins and bodies of only two years of hunting had hung
from his back fence for the nearly thirty years since. He’d moved on to catching
tarantulas and drying them through a special chemical process that made them suitable
ornaments to place on coffee tables or dressers. They made great gag gifts for people
afraid of spiders. Claudius had entertained hopes of catching a strong male and female so
that he could move to fanning them instead of spending hours searching along the muddy
county roads. There was a spot he had set aside in the back of his shed for a large
terrarium where the male and female would live. It had been fenced to fend off roaming,
hungry chickens. When he had taken tarantulas he caught and attempted to start a
colony, he was unable to determine the sex; the spiders ended up fighting to the death.
Jacob Silva had Claude set up selling oranges and odds and ends from a stand on
the roadside, but he had to walk to and from the stand five miles every day. His dog,
Rufus, was following Claudius from his home and sniffing each fence post along the
wayside, stopping occasionally to piss and fart plaintively. Claude kept Rufus in the back
behind the stand so as not to drive off any customer who might not be sensible to dogs.
Claude heard the rumble of the convoy of road equipment when it began to close
within a mile of the stand. The disposable cameras and stacks of oranges shook from the
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vibration. Caterpillars, backhoes, and all manner of road equipment balanced on the back
of the semi trucks, secured by chains and rope.
The lead truck signaled a left turn at the citrus stand and the convoy parked along
the dusty roadside for a break. Claude recognized many of the drivers from high school
and evenings at the Pink Flamingo, though he was not overly familiar with them.
A man with a handlebar mustache walked over and greeted Claude with a
handshake.
“Do you have any water?” he asked.
“Yes, I do, in those plastic jugs over there. Feel free.”
“Bathrooms?” he asked.
“There’s a latrine behind the stand. Mind the dog.”
“Water’s over here; bathroom’s in the back, gentlemen,” he yelled to his drivers.
“Where are you going with all this equipment, building a road somewhere?”
Claude asked.
“Nah, we don’t have any pavers,” the man said.
“Grading out the dirt roads for the canal?”
“We’re here to tear the streets out,” he said.
“Here?”
“No, on a little stretch five miles short of the county line. An old development,”
he said.
The place the man referred to was a strip in the middle of the orchards where the
trees suddenly dropped away and there was a beautiful clearing with street signs and
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roads running through it but no houses or buildings of any kind. The open spaces had
been covered in grasses and tumbleweeds but the roads and street signs looked almost
new. Claudius knew it because he father had taken him there as a child to bike on the
empty streets and let the dogs run.
“Someone building something new?” Claudius asked.
The man stroked his chin and thought for a moment.
“Have you heard any planes recently?” he asked.
“A few, not more than usual,” Claudius said.
“People have been flying in and landing on the streets,” the man said, “very late at
night.”
Claudius shook his head.
“Contraband,” the man said.
“Seems like a shame to tear all that out,” Claudius said.
The man nodded.
“Jackie Gleason was going to build there once, but it fell through,” the man said.
The men smiled at each other. Claude’s father had tried to do a Jackie Gleason
impression many times, but he wasn’t fat enough to muster the comic rage the character
required. Claude had seen clips of the show during television specials but never seen
anything resembling an episode.
“Like Sonny Bono and Palm Springs,” Claudius said.
“Harrison Ford has a ranch in Montana or something like that,” the man said.
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The man picked up an orange and tossed it in his hand as if measuring the weight
and symmetry.
“Well, it’ll be a good spot for baseball,” the man said.
He bought the orange and returned to the lead truck. After starting and easing the
truck back onto the road, he honked and waved out of the driver’s side. Claudius didn’t
know whether he was waving for the trucks to follow him, waving to feel his hand move
through the cool air outside the truck, or as a goodbye but he waved back anyway, bent at
the elbow as if he were shaking hands.

“Runners”
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Kristy told me she wrote because I seemed interesting. What I most remember is
that she stared at me all through our biology meeting. She sat across from me in the
group outside the library, tilting her pale face while she watched my mouth through most
of the meeting. Her smiles were acute, aquatic things.
I had a yellow card waiting for me under the door of my room with a picture of a
cod in repose on the front. “Something Smells Fishy” it said, and then “Kristy” on the
inside. I lit my darkened desk and wrote her back with my best casual college diction;
something along the lines of “What’s up, how are you, who are you, why were you
looking at me? Why a fish? Do you like me?” I left her my phone number at the bottom
of the page.
She wrote me back and though I’ve lost the message, I remember that it explained
something about a fear of phones. I remember because I used to be afraid of phones too,
or at least I was when I was younger.
We established a “getting to know you” schedule. We met every other night
outside the Agricultural Science building and took a walk in the dark instead of talking
on the phone. Nights on the campus were nice and breezy, full of pollen and leaves. If
you listened, you could hear the wind coming through the trees moments before it ran
across your skin. In other words, it was well suited to moon walks.
That first week of walking was mostly that, walking. The times we did talk, we
talked about running since we’d both run in high school.

I couldn’t imagine it, though

she told me she had a competitive streak. Or, at least, when she wasn’t winning, she felt
competitive. When she was winning, she said, she slowed down.
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I found out she had a boyfriend the first day that next week. She just up and said
it.
“I have a boyfriend; I just thought you should know that.”
“Why?” I asked.
“Aren’t people supposed to tell people things like that?”
“Depends on the people,” I said.
“Other than my boyfriend though, I just sit in my room. I don’t know anyone. I
don’t know places to go.”
“You’re a genetics major. That could be the problem, not a very sociable major.
I think nutrition is the social major,” I said.
“I try to make the best of it,” she said.
“Having a social background helps,” I said.
“I went to Bullard, where’d you go?” she asked.
“We always beat you at running,” I said.
“I got second place in every race I ever ran,” she said.
“I guess that’s impressive in its own way. I don’t think I understand how that can
happen though,” I said.
“There was this other girl who always tried so hard. I figured she’d earned it.”
She folded her arms across her chest.
“If we ever run, or play anything for that matter, don’t pull that crap on me,” I
said.
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We also ran, and she kept up quite adequately. Actually, when we ran, she easily
beat me by over a minute, but I caught up every time after because she never enjoyed
running too far ahead. She was always in talking distance. The cadence of our sentences
came and went with our breathing. Every outward breath was a chance to speak seven
syllables.
She dumped her boyfriend too. Brian, who somehow recognized me and
introduced himself as “Kristy’s ex-boyfriend,” stopped me on campus the week after that
and talked with me. He thanked me for helping her and said her understood what I was
doing; it was good for her. I said I was glad he understood, though really I had not the
slightest idea what he was talking about but was happy he hadn’t wanted to argue.
Kristy and I took our walks or runs every evening, even when it rained and the
ozone made us dizzy. Lungs burning, legs aching, we’d stop in front of her dorm and
chat on the grass. She hugged me goodbye after the first three weeks, stiff as an ironing
board. Normally something like that gives me a good charge, but she squeezed so hard
and seemed so rigid that I actually felt sad. Her hands went tight on my shoulder blades
and pulled and pulled her collarbone into my chest. I put my hand on the back of her
head and patted her, unable to squeeze back because she was so small and squeezing so
tight inside the reach of my arms.
She told me when I was in class, she often sat in her room and thought too much.
I got to see it two weeks after she started hugging me. There were about a thousand
stuffed animals in there, on her bed, covering her grandma’s blanket.
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My room had no decorations, no pictures of my family, nothing but papers and
notebooks scattered across the floor.

At the beginning of our walks I tried to cheer her up enough to enjoy herself.
Usually this involved tremendous amounts of tickling, to which she responded with
threats of chucking me into a mud puddle.
“Bring it on,” I’d say, giving her a shove.
When I’d push her, she’d get squinty and fake a smile. Other than her smiles, she
had one of the flattest faces I’d ever seen. I considered the scrunched up look something
of an improvement because they made me smile. There were whole nights when all I did
was talk whatever was in my head, and all she wanted to do was listen, her eyebrows all
scrunched up.

A rainy Wednesday a little past mid-term, she snapped and dared me to wrestle
her that evening in the middle of campus.
“I outweigh you by almost 100 pounds,” I said
“I can do it if I try hard enough,” she said.
This may have been the competitive streak returning, I can’t say, but there was
something in her voice that made me want to do it. She sounded excited.
We met in a grove of birch trees where three bike paths crossed. It was in front of
Hutchison, almost exactly half way between my dorm and hers. She stood there,
laughing, and then crouched into wrestling posture. For about an hour we wrestled in the
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cold, muddy darkness of that grove, like God and Jacob on the banks of the red river. I
must have flipped her into the mud at least thirty times, sometimes kneeling on her
shoulders to hold her there and rest as she laughed and lunged at me. Her body was tense
and muscular, her skin unnaturally smooth, almost waxy. No matter how many limbs she
tried to wrap me with, she could neither hold on nor bring me down. I’m surprised no
one called the police. Finally I felt her body soften and lay on top of her with my head on
her chest in a big mud puddle. She let her head fall back and to the left, her black hair
fanning across the coffee-colored mud. My hair was across her face, my thighs across
her knee, and I could feel the water creeping up my clothes.
“Your hair is in my mouth,” she said.
“That’s ok,” I said. “I don’t mind.”
I got up and walked her to her door, with her all slathered in mud and me spotted
on my front and shoulders from where I had flipped and touched her. Thin grains of sand
hung on her cheeks.

“I had a dream that my boyfriend used to lay me down in bed and rub up against
me. He was so sticky, when he moved my hands down. I just didn’t move, when he
touched me, sucked on me, and took my clothes off. He’d do things and ask me if I liked
it, going from one thing to the next like checking questions off a survey. He wanted me
to use my mouth one day, but I got sick and ran to the bathroom. That was the end of
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that. He went back to rubbing against my hands, all bristly. I’m too scientific about
everything.”
Kristy said she was going to be sick, and I heard her vomit over the music in the
background. The sound was liquid, almost cathartic, instead of how I remember my own
sounds, wrenching. I heard her cough several times and waited for the second push to
pass.
“I should stop talking to you. All I do is complain. You never get to talk about
yourself.”
“I don’t need to,” I said.
“I’ll have to talk to you later,” she said, vomiting again.

We went to the park that Thursday for a walk. She talked to me about her
parents: a homemaker and a pathologist.
“They’re going to get me a car,” She said. “I hate driving.”
“At least you’ll get to visit your grandmother.” Her grandmother lived in a condo
in Sunnyvale.
“Nana does fine without me.”
We got into my car to go to Beacon and buy flavored ice and beef jerky. I would
have usually stood outside in the parking lot eating it and talking because parking lots are
the most open place where I’m from, but Kristy likes to drive. We drove through all the
orchards between Dixon and Lake Berryesa. It was very late and there weren’t any cars.
I reached over and tickled her. Her hand shot up across her lips, and she gestured
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me toward the roadside. I pulled over and she got up, walked behind an agricultural well,
and vomited. When she got back into the car, she pulled her legs up to her chest and
crossed her arms across them.
“You ok?”
“Yeah, that just happens sometimes now.”

We spent days walking in the park, climbing piles of woodchips and swinging on
the swings. I ’d throw her against the pile and hold her hands in the musty wood. The
insides glowed with a heat, a decay that would steam when exposed to the air at night. I
held her hands in it, her smiling, bugs and mites crawling across our forearms.
Kristy would come over to my apartment to watch movies. As a general rule, we
picked old films from our childhood and sat on the couch eating cake and popcorn,
reciting the lines of dialogue.
She seemed to get depressed and sad, going somewhere deep inside herself and
sitting, poking sticks in the dirt, metaphorically speaking. I tried to cheer her up, but
tickling now meant vomiting, so that was a last resort. I rubbed my nose and forehead up
and down her face until I could barely keep my nose from bleeding. Rubbing my face
against her usually brought her up enough to break her posture and give me a quick, tense
hug across my arms. I’d excuse myself to blow my nose and flush the bloody paper
down the toilet.
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She began throwing up in public more often: waiting for the bus, walking to class.
All she could do was sit down with the dizzy, dizzy, gyres spinning in her head, vomit at
her feet as people walked by and pretended to ignore her. She began to cry for long
periods of time. I sat on the comer of 4th and J for an hour, with my arm around her
while she sobbed. Crying ate up most of her ability to speak, and I was left to spend
hours trying to coax things, though I never knew what, out of her. Sometimes there was
simply nothing I could do, and she would say “I’m sorry” and leave.
“I like you,” she said finally.
“I like you too.”
“I like you in a different way,” she said.
“I like you as more than a friend, but only so far,” I said.
“What does that mean?” she asked.
“Well, I can’t date you. You’d get too sick.”
“I’m sorry,” she said.
“I used to like you back when we first m et...”
“Don’t say that,” her voice dropping.

Vomiting became more violent, and it seemed that it would happen for anything.
She’d vomit after salesmen came to her door, after friends knocked looking for her, after
getting letters from her brother. All stories were vomited at and I imagine that almost all
conversations, and emails were too. After a while she would no longer talk to me about
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whether my stories had made her throw up or not, so I had to listen to her roommate and
watch her myself. I’d watch her when she was in my apartment, counting how many
times she’d used the restroom, not daring to breath as I tried to listen closely enough to
hear behind the bathroom door. I tried to catch her breath, seeing if I could smell the
bile.
“It’s hard to help someone who doesn’t talk,” I said.
“Very true,” she said.

She cut her wrists from time to time with a retractable blade, a box cutter. It sat
beneath some tissue on her bedside table. I could see it when I moved through the room,
see the old tissues of blood sitting in the wastebasket. All the marks were on her left
wrist, some parallel to her median nerve, some perpendicular. She told me she’d started
slamming her arm in a dresser drawer to try and break it. I didn’t see any bruises,
though. She left her room finally when I took her to the hospital. Her nails were black
because she tried to pull them off with pliers.
We sat in the emergency room for a few hours, waiting for the mobile crisis unit
to arrive. When the “mobile crisis unit” arrived, it was a sixty-ish old man with glasses
who wore a white shirt and gray pants. He looked like someone impersonating a doctor.
When he took her in the back room, I stood up and paced.
A boy moaned behind the curtain and I felt like walking over to the nurse and
saying, “It’s appendicitis, I know that sound.” I walked close to the wall so that neither
he nor his mother could see me. The walls were dirty and streaked with rubber marks.
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I walked toward the glass doors.
I looked at myself in the glass and imagined her raven-haired, pale, and short,
looking back and watching me go, her embroidered arms hanging from the tips of my
fingers.

“The Bicycle”
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Chris imagined as he walked the feel of the wind as he leaned over the handlebars
of a bike that would have made the uneven road a flowing up and down ride. He walked
in the breakdown lane toward the edge of town, where breakdown lane became the bike
lane.
“Goddamn puncture weed.”
He laughed at having sworn out loud where his dad couldn’t hear him. Both
knew how to replace a tire but neither had felt compelled to change the tube or even fill it
with stop-leak. Rusted bikes lay in their back yard simply for wont of a tire, a new
wheel, a new brake, or a new chain. Bike or not, he was on his way to see Marcos again
at the Minimart
“We need milk,” his dad had said.
“For what?”
“Breakfast.”
“I’ve been going to the store three times a week. I think maybe we should make a
list.”
“If you can think of anything else we’ll need, buy it too.”
“It’s a holiday, what if the store’s closed?”
“It’s not an American holiday.”

At the edge of a town a few people sat out on their tract home and apartment
lawns watching roman candles float down the street on the bars of bicycles while
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firecrackers and rifles celebrated Cinco de Mayo in the distance. The Zunigas, the
Amadores, and Monderosas sat in the heavy heat while the younger Chavez brothers rode
on their bikes. Summer had come early and driven the townspeople to their porches for
respite.
Chris was beginning to feel nervous at so many people in the street until he saw
Rodolpho sitting on his lawn near the road in a wicker chair, rubbing the Chinese
character on the flat of his girlfriend’s back. He nodded to Chris. Chris waved back,
Chris’ hand scrambling gracelessly back into his pocket. Rodolpho’s girlfriend had
bangs that fell across her forehead like the tines of a rake. Her makeup was shades of her
skin: brown, rouge, indigo. The glitter from her lipstick crowned the tip of her tongue
like a wand. He knew her from computer class where she would sit out the days quietly
swinging in a chair back and forth while her eyelids tickled the ends of her bangs. Chris
made eye contact with her but she did not wave. The town seemed full of girls and
people that knew his name and little else.
Chris walked past row after row of stucco houses and remembered how bright his
house used to be. His mother had made his father paint it and repaint it at least every
three years since he was a child. He never minded carrying the buckets of paint for his
father or the smell that stayed in the house for months because he loved the brightness it
gave.
Their house was faded now, like these houses, their colors having gone from
1950’s bright-beyond-description to dull Easter egg facsimiles. The colors here seemed
flat even for nighttime. The sun has bleached the colors out of everything, even the dirt,
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like an old photograph in the pages of a book. The streetlights made the trees and homes
darker silk-screens of themselves.
The bikes had started to pile up at the same time the painting had stopped and
trips to the grocery store became an every-other-day chore.
Chris crossed a T-junction a block from the high school and noticed a car idling at
the stop sign ahead. A group was lingering on the sidewalk around the car, leaning on
the available spaces: the stop sign, the silkwood trees, the mailbox, and the car. He could
hear them as he walked to the other side of the street. He knew that men here by
themselves were nothing to fear but groups were big and stupid. He’d been chased by
groups of drunken boys on a few of his walks before and wanted to avoid the experience
of being caught.
“It’s not a real fucking holiday anyway. Independence wasn’t for a couple years;
this is just for some cholo farmers who won some battle.”
“This whole thing is like sponsored by Bud Light. Corona maybe.”
“Corona’s Mexican you dumbshit. People in Mexico don’t celebrate Cinco de
Mayo.”
“Ahhh, that’s what you think. It wasn’t always that way. Americans appropriate
shit, now it’s just another American holiday.”
“Chingadera.”
“I don’t need an excuse to get drunk and laid.”
Chris walked up along the street past the men and flipped his hood up over his
head. He kept his eyes to the sidewalk knowing they were watching him and waiting for
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him to look their way as they kept talking.

Chris wished his father had fixed the bike

tire.
“What fucking purpose does it serve for the guy to be all over his fuckin’ girl all
the time? They’re like dry humping in the back of the room. Big fuckin guys, all over
their girls. People who do that shit are insecure.”
“Why the hell are you talking so much? Who died and made you philosopher?”
“Anheiser Busch.”
Chris turned the comer of the next street.
Halfway up the block, he glanced back into headlights. The driver had pulled the
T-bird off the road on the street behind him. The group of men walked along the
sidewalk in the car’s high beams towards Chris. They’d stopped talking.
The last half block leading up to the school was fenced, eleven feet high. The
grass on the other side was completely brown and slick with dryness. Chris could see
the gate to the shop classes.
The driver shut the car off but left the lights on. Doors slammed.
“Don’t spill my beer.”
Chris walked just slowly enough so that his belt didn’t slip over his ass.
Among the buildings, out of sight, he ran toward the other side of the campus.
The men stopped following.
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Rofal’s Minimart sat, windows barred and walls poorly painted, beneath the lights
of a five-space parking lot. It’s the only Minimart in town that doesn’t have an automatic
door and looks more like a pawnshop than a food store.
The laundromat was still busy with old women watching their loads tumble over,
reading, or listening for the sound of change jingling in the dryers. Chris watched an old
man pull his Ford Fairlane next to the laundromat and get out after struggling against the
door to help his wife carry the clothes back to the apartment-sized trunk. His pants were
brown corduroy swishing loud enough to be heard across the street. His face was not
unlike that of Ricardo Montalban. The old man moved with the effeminate care of age.
Chris opened the door to the minimart and walked up to the counter. Marcos, the
attendant, smiled wryly. His freckled cheeks lifted and wrinkled beneath his eyes.
Marcos had never mentioned he was, but Marcos seemed “special” to Chris. Something
in the roundness of his face, his eye sockets, the flatness of his face reminded Chris of his
cousin with Downs syndrome.
“Did you know you could bum cow patties?” Marcos asked.
Gunshots went up a few blocks behind the store. The old women in the
laundromat across the street stopped folding. They put their clothes in bags and carried
them out to their cars.
“You’re pretty stupid to be out on Cinco De Mayo.”
“I ’d like some milk Marcos.”
“I eat a lot of Top Ramen so I try to drink a lot of milk. My brother ate nothing
but top ramen and ended up with brittle bones.”
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“Those are just vitamins,” Chris said. “Dairy farmers have rooms full of pills,
just like a pharmacy, but they’re just vitamins to give the cows. You’re better off taking
the vitamins yourself.”
Marcos walked out from behind the counter to the milk case. He opened a glass
door that fogged with his breath.
“The purple milk?”
“B-enriched. And that’s red.”
“How’s your family?” Marcos asked. Chris rooted through his pocket for the
money.
“Oh, you know.”
“My dad wants me to be a butcher so I can cut my own meat. Don’t they call this
burgundy?”
“

Marcosthebutcher. That should be your boxing name.”

“My wrestling coach once talked about setting me up to fight a bear. I think he
was kidding.” Marcos shrugged.
Chris paid Marcos with a crisp five-dollar bill and dropped the change in his
pocket. The prospect of walking back home was less than inviting but, unless he wanted
to sleep in the park with a spoiling carton of milk, it was the only choice he had.
“Do you need a ride?” Marcos asked.
“You don’t drive. Plus you’re working,” Chris said.
“I have a bike here. My dad just painted it for me,” Marcos said.
“Oh, I can’t take that.”
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“Sure you can. You’re going to be back soon, right?” Marcos asked.
Chris blinked. He and Marcos had been playing together since they were very
young, when Chris’ mother had used Marcos’ mother as a housekeeper.
Marcos came from behind the counter and hugged him.

Chris rode through the last windbreak. The breeze blew cold over his face as he
steered with one hand holding the milk to his ribs. Somewhere in the distance the
California aqueduct pulled the water south to Orange County. A the glow of the
women’s prison rises to the north like a luminescent Shangri La. Soon the sun will come
up to redden the silts and loams spread by waters long withdrawn.

“Complainations”
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“Grandma likes stories about abandoned women, especially from her family,” I
said.
“Remember, don’t say things like that in front of Grandpa,” my mother said.
We were coming from Grandma’s to Grandpa’s. My grandma and grandpa had
separated and then divorced 8 years after Grandma had a stroke giving birth to aunt Patty.
She listed like a ship to one side with dead weight. Mom thought it gave her a sarcastic
sidelong look, like her whole body was smirking at you. I thought the limpness of her
arm and her sagging cheek gave her an air of giving up, but Mom traced Grandma’s bitter
disposition to that stroke. Patty’s birth had been the family’s last try to have a baby the
natural way, some 40 years past.
Mom said someday I could look forward to my own Caesarian scar for my lower
belly. Her voice had the same pinch in it when she counseled me on my future husbands
and babies like when she used to ask me if I’d remembered pads or if I was wearing my
bra before I went running through the neighbors’ hedges. It was a different voice from
when she caught James and me picking unripe apricots off the trees in the back yard or
when two weeks before my eleventh birthday she told me that she didn’t want to let
Caroline and me share a bath anymore. The unripe bathing voice was from the top of her
throat and projected out her eyes, like Grandpa’s eyes looked when Mom would
remember aloud when Grandma made her nose bleed.
My brother James had been knocked out in the front seat for over an hour while
we rode the roads. He didn’t get advice from Mom or in general find himself the object
of Mom’s anger about anything other than which side to part his hair on. Our relatives
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would tell us how much James looked like Mother and I looked like Dad. It was true
though; he was red-haired and fair-skinned, bony and opal-eyed. I was pale and black
haired, thin but fleshy, misty with Dad’s muddy water eyes. I felt ghostly among all the
redheads, like a stranger walking alone in a herd of humans but there was always one
cousin or another who took me to jump rope. Or Dad would take me for a walk, when
he’d go.
We went a few miles in the quiet: my brother sleeping, my mother quiet and
caught up in passing her old roads and hills, and me picking my toenail polish away and
spinning Carolyn’s ring on my finger, trying not to get carsick. We pulled off onto the
dirt street that took us to Grandpa’s bunkhouse. The dirt of the road especially was
familiar to me; I’d spent a lot of days drawing hopscotch and pictures into the driest bits
of it. The fence posts were so gray and old they looked like ancient bone holding up the
barbed wire. The other tenant ranchers hung cow skulls on the fence. Dead coyotes,
dead rattlesnakes. I remember watching my brother when he was littler walking with a
still-smelling rattlesnake skeleton between the quiet red mares that usually seemed to be
watching us. I wanted to be him right then, walking in his hushed shroud out to enchant
the horses. I could imagine them following me in a line, their red foreheads bobbing
behind me.
The bunkhouse was as gray as the fence posts. It was like a gray box next to the
bright red lacquer of the bam. The house Grandpa had had before was the family ranch
his great-grandfather built. It was the house where my mother was bom. Grandma told
James and me it was in the same room where our great-aunt Marcie had been bom so
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small and premature that the family kept her at her parents’ bedside in a shoebox, sure
she was going to die. She grew up, never got married and became a seamstress. Some of
her quilts are hanging in a museum in Lindsay near Grandma’s, all different colors and
patches stitched by hand. Mom says people still talk about the baby in the shoebox at the
local pharmacy. Grandpa kept a blue and white squared quilt of Marcie’s over his
doorway after the ranch was lost: bluebird and bonnets.
Mother parked on the uphill side of the house next to Grandpa’s green, pitted
AMC Jeep. I opened my door, and it thudded like a dropped bale. My stomach was
upset, and the car’s weaving back and forth had me feeling drained. I felt very tired and
wasn’t looking forward to having to share the extra bed with my brother. Besides being
all arms and elbows, he would roll into a little ball that radiated like an electric fence.
Sometimes that silence tingled my fingertips and kept me from sleeping until I’d rubbed
his back, along his spine, and felt him slacken.
Grandpa came to the doorway with his little bowlegs, smiling and rubbing the
brim of his hat. I ran over and gave him a hug.
“Don’t squeeze Grandpa too hard,” my brother said before my mother could.
Grandpa smiled and walked over to give James a hug.
The living room smelled like old butter. The fireplace and hearth were slate that
was cold to lie against when there wasn’t a fire going. Right now there was a fire going
just how I like it, so hot that the coals were white beneath the log. A bowl of bruised fruit
was sitting on the coffee table, mostly green apples and one large bunch of red grapes.
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Mom set her luggage inside the door and lay sideways on the couch to put her feet
up. She’d bought Grandpa the couch for Christmas, and it stuck out real bad. It was the
only soft and green and new thing in the room. The whole time at Christmas she kept
pulling me aside and asking if he’d said he’d liked it. I said ‘yeah’ every time she asked,
over and over, trying to keep her from putting her hands on my elbows again.
Grandpa waddled in and sat next to James in a big black recliner. He asked us if
we were going to church with him on Saturday.
“I had the kids pack their dress clothes,” my mom said.

I slept with all my day clothes on, out of habit. James had moved to the floor to
get more space, taking one of the comforters with him. It gets real cold in the hills at
night. Every hour or so the breakers would trip on the heaters and I’d hear Grandpa, in
the next room, getting up to walk out to the breaker box and flip the switch to bring the
heat back on. His boot steps sounded close together, like heartbeats on the wood,
because he had two artificial hips and couldn’t stride real far. He couldn’t ride horses
much anymore either so he settled for driving an AMC Jeep. That night I heard him stop
to pee outside after flipping the breakers in the box out by our car.
I spent the lying awake hours in the morning thinking about Carolyn. She wrote
me letters whenever we weren’t allowed to call each other, which was most of the time
these days. She’d write me even when she knew we’d be able to talk again by the time
they got to my house. It was hard when we didn’t talk, but even when we did, her letters
done with stencils in the margin made me feel like she was right there lying in the other
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room. Grandpa had let her come one time when James went on a visit with Dad, before
Mom had said we showered too much. Even though Grandpa had diabetes, he ate French
toast with apricot jam with us. He put jam on his omelet too. Mom was gone. She d
been real uncomfortable the whole trip and went off to a Thursday service. Grandpa had
to hurry and sneak the toast and jam before she came back. He smiled like cracked eggs
while he did it. Carolyn liked him a lot.
Grandpa hadn’t said anything about Dad in a long time. Even when he had, he
always called Dad Brian. I wondered sometimes if Grandpa still missed Grandma. They
had pictures but I wondered what they’d looked like together if you stood next to them
now. They’d prop themselves up on hand-carved canes and grin like seagulls. He never
talked about being married and Mom always talked about Grandma or Grandpa as
separate beings, but not together.
At breakfast time we had lemonade made from powder while Mom fried the
bacon and cut peppers for omelets. Grandpa’s baldness looked very dry from too much
sun on his head. Sometimes I worried about him and everything here evaporating. We’d
drive up to visit him and all that’d be left is something like little chalk outlines on the
ground.
He was smiling at us an awful lot, his hooked eyebrows making a happy U across
his forehead. The collar of his nightshirt was yawning out, letting out a little puff of
white fuzz. He kept looking at me and smiling meaningfully, like he wanted to ask me
about Carolyn but knew better in front of Mom. He’d sent Carolyn a Christmas card
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once saying how happy he was that she was my friend and he also sent her a card saying
he missed her when my Mom felt we should be apart.
“How’s Grandma?” Grandpa asked.
“Complaining about her nurse. She thinks the nurse doesn’t take her situation
seriously enough. All the woman really has to do is help her bathe since Grandma can
still do her own insulin and it’s not like she’s broken Grandma’s hip. She seems fine to
me, but she expects the lady to work miracles and read her mind,” Mom said.
“Remind me never to complain to you,” Grandpa said and winked to me.
“I think I’d die of shock,” Mom said “You never tell much of what you think.”
Grandpa ruffled James hair and went over to put his hand on Mom’s shoulder.
“That bacon looks mighty good,” Grandpa said.

Grandpa’s boots were sparkling in the sunlight on the front seat while he drove us
up the cattle trail to a picnic spot. Sometimes I wondered how he put his boots on.
Diabetes slows the circulation in the legs, making them cold and numb most of the time.
I couldn’t imagine trying to slip boots on over numb feet.
Mom had made me change three times before we got in the jeep. She kept
switching me between grubby clothes and normal ones and fussing over James’ hair,
even though he was wearing faded jeans with holes in the knee.
“Don’t involve Grandpa in our Carolyn situation anymore,” Mom had said to me
before we left the bedroom.
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The hills we drove up were steep, but I liked the ride because the air felt very
clean and all the oak trees had gray squirrels chirping in them. Even though most of the
trails were for cattle, there were ruts that Grandpa drove in. We got to a plateau where
we stopped for our picnic. Grandpa set up a fire pit at the edge of a big open meadow
next to a little pond full of granite rocks. James started walking the edge of the water
while Mom got the cooler out of the Jeep, and I brought some logs big enough for us to
sit on over by the fire.
I sat by the fire with Mom and watched Grandpa get slices of beef out of the
cooler and peppered them. He sharpened some sticks with his penknife and skewered the
slices on them. We each held one over the fire and listened to the meat sizzle. It was
early spring; the flies weren’t so many as there could have been, since not many braved
the smoke of the cooking fire. Mom had her hiking boots off so she could warm her
socked feet by the fire.
When the meat was done, we called James over by the fire and we ate our meat
with bread and ripe tomatoes. I could feel the juices run down my chin and Mom’s eyes
kept reminding me to wipe with a paper towel.
After eating we played horseshoes, which Grandpa always won. He threw the
most beautiful shoe I’d seen, spinning and arcing nearly perfect to the ground. My
throws bounced and rolled instead of settling as his did. Last time we played, I hit James
in the shin with one of my throws going so far off. James was good with his aim, but he
seemed afraid of throwing the shoe too hard. They plopped short a lot. Mom was almost
as good as Grandpa because the family had played it all the time back when she was
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little. Her throws were pretty, and she and Grandpa smiled at each other whenever one of
her throws managed to set closer than his.
When we finished playing, Grandpa got in the Jeep to start it up, but it only
sputtered and shook.
“Curse me,” he said.
He opened the hood and checked the sparkplugs and battery connection. Mom
opened the gas tank.
“You’re out of gas,” she said. The Jeep’s gas gauge hadn’t worked for years but
Grandpa had never run out of gas before. His face was flat like he was mad at himself.
“I’ll walk home and get some gas. You and Dana and James can stay here and
enjoy yourselves while I take care of this,” he said.
“We’ll walk with you,” Mom said, “and then get someone to give us a ride back
up.”
Grandpa seemed embarrassed by the idea but he didn’t want to seem pigheaded in
front of James and me. We walked in the ruts on our way back to the bunkhouse, not
talking much. Grandpa walked faster out front while James and Mom took their time.
“How’s Caroline?” Grandpa asked.
I could feel my mom’s glare warning me through the back of my head. She’d
probably guessed what he was talking about.
“She’s ok,” I said.
“She seemed like a good friend,” he said.
“I miss her,” I said.
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“I’ll bet,” he said.
“Mom’s worried because we spend a lot of time together,” I said.
“I know. She’s afraid sometimes, like her mother. Girls will be girls though,” he
said.
That was all we spoke until we got back and he got a ride up the hill with gas.

“You know, my mother’s aunt lived there,” my mother said, pointing to a building
on our way to church. Grandpa had gone ahead to church in his Jeep before we woke up.
My head was lying against the green glass of the window’s face but I wasn’t seeing
outside past my reflection. I was watching the blue upholstery on the back of mother’s
seat, tracing the little channels with my fingernails. Concentrating on something helped
me keep from getting carsick. I turned and saw a gray mortar building with the cast-iron
pikes around the lawn.
“It looks like a courthouse,” I said.
The Placerville town square had a gray courthouse with a green artillery cannon
bolted out front. The sanitarium reminded me of that. My mother had made us go inside
the museum a few times. It was mostly full of rusted old garden tools hanging on walls
with pictures of the early canal construction and aqueduct digging, the kinds of things
Dad enjoyed.
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“It’s a sanitarium. She had diabetes and tuberculosis,” Mom said, glancing at the
sanitarium. “Her legs, below the knee, were lost to gangrene. Grandma still talks about
those legs green as jade before they came off.”
“I’d like green legs,” I said.
I held my shin up by her head to illustrate. My church skirt slid back to the top of
my thighs. Carolyn had just shown me how to shave and my skin sparkled as if it was
varnished. I liked rubbing the remaining rough spot below the back of my knee where
the skin hadn’t taken to shaving; whenever Mom had caught me rubbing the patch; it
annoyed her swimmingly.
“I’m going to paint my toenails green,” I said, rubbing the scaly spot on my leg.
“Since she didn’t have any legs and she was bedridden, she played music with the
family and painted like Grandma Moses. She sold landscapes to the Union Pacific. She
lived in the sanitarium for most of her life.”
“Why a sanitarium?” I asked.
“They put people in there for all kinds of reasons back then,” Mom said.
“What assholes,” I said.
“Don’t use that word,” Mom said.
“Mom has a butt taboo. Did you know that?” I asked, turning to my brother. He
reddened and hung his head.
“Must you needle me?” Mom asked.
“I’m not needling you. You must be doing it yourself.”
“Then stop it.”

I
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“Just stop embarrassing us,” James said, jumping in.
“I don’t know what gives you the right to talk to me this way,” Mom said. She
had started to cry. We pulled into the church parking lot, and she told me and James to
go inside and sit with Grandpa.
She said “shit” to herself and starting wiping her stray mascara with Kleenex.

Mom, James, and I got home from church first, pulling up to that little gray box
and the smell of old butter again. Mom and James were still giving me the cold shoulder
so I ran out to the bam to have some peace. The inside felt damper than the outside, even
with all the strands of bitter hay lying around.
There was an old black-metal bed frame propped up the comer of the bam. I
pulled it off the wall so it came down upright, the little wires in the middle rattling
nervously. The stiff wires were worked into the edge of the frame by wound hooks
riveted through little holes. The smell of horse piss was burning like horseradish in my
nose. I lay down pretending I was stuck to the bed, part of the bed, my arms straight out
like a T. The metal caught some of my hair but if I lay real still, it didn’t pull. Even
though the holes in the bam roof were tiny, looking up made the air look awash in light.
The little hooks groaned a little whenever I breathed,
breath
groan
breath
groan
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I started breathing real fast. The sound didn’t get louder but it got more urgent,
like a bird startled into the clear blue sky. I breathed real fast, real fast with that horse
piss smell burning in my nose until I felt calm, until my face went wet and the air went
red and gold.

